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ART. I-THE "APOLOGY" OF ARISTIDES.
N these days of unrest and disquietude, when the very
foundations of the Creed are assailed, and the contents
of the canon itself are subjected to the new criticism, we
hail with satisfaction any discovery which throws light upon
the faith which was held by the lJrimitive Christians of the
sub-Apostolic age. Such a very real help we have in the
"Apology" of Aristides 011 behalf of the Christians, a fresh
:find in the regions of sub-A1Jostolic literature. It is one of the
earliest of the a1Jologies made to the Roman Em1Jeror. Aristides takes rank with the other Greek apologists of that early
age-with Papias and Q,uadratus, "a disciple of the Apostles,"
and with the Jewish a1Jologists .Agrippa Castor and ·Justin
Martyr, "the true representative of the age"; with Dionysius
of Corinth, and Pmytus; with Hermas and Hegesippus ;
with Theophilus of Antioch, and Athenagoras of Athens. The
work of the early apologists was, as we know, twofold-to
determine the relations of Christianity to heathendom rmd to
Judaism.1
The first 1\_thenian apologists were Q,uadratus and Aristides,
who are supposed to have been almost contemporaries. The
"Apology" of Quadratus was generally current in the time of
Eusebius, who himself possessed a copy of it; and "one may
see in it," he says, "clear 1Jroof of the intellect of the man
and of his Apostolic orthodoxy." The single passage which
he has preserved shows that Q,nadratus insisted rightly on

I

1
The word "apology" (cbroA.oyla), a defence, has always had a technical
meaning in Christian literature. When St. Paul refe1·s to the time, when
he gave a reason for the hope that was in bi.m, be says "at my firi;t
answer "-open defence, before a court of justice-" a-pology" ( cbro1,.oyl~, ),
"No man stood with me" (2 Tim. iv. 16). See also Philipp. i. 7-16.
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the· historic worth of Christianity. "The works of our
Sn;viour" he arcrues, '' were ever present, for they were real:
being the men ~ho wer~ healed; the men who· were raised
from the dead: who were not only seen at the moment when
the mirncles were wrought, but were also seen continually like
other men, being ever present; and that not. only while the
Saviour sojourn~d on earth, but also. after His d~parture for
a considerable time, so that some of them survived to our
own time" (Euseb. H. E., iv. 3).
A second "Apology for the }faith ; a Rationale of Christian
Doctrine" was addressed, according to Eusebius, to Hadrian
by Aristides, "a ma~ of the greatest eloquence," who likewise was an Atheman, and probably wrote on the same
occasion as Quadratus. Eusebius and Jerome speak of the
book as still current in their time, but they do not appear to
have reacl it.
This latest addition to our Christian literature, this precious
relic of antiquity, has been, comparatively speaking, little
known· all information on the subject depended chiefly upon
certain'allusions of Eusebius in his "Ecclesiastical History,"
and in his "Chronicon." But as Eusebius did not preserve any
extracts from the book, and only presents us with an obscure
figure in a philosopher's garb; and as subsequent writers
have told us nothing more than what we find in the pages of
Eusebius, it m.ust be confessed that our information as to the
character and scope of one of the earliest apologetic treatises
on Christianity was about as vague as it was possible to be.
'Tis true that there was an idea, which came, we believe, from
Jerome, that the lost work of Aristides had been imitated by
Justin, the representative apologist, and Jerome also ventured
the opinion that this "Apology " had been woven out of
materials derived from the philosophers. But it was not considered possible to pin one's faith to J erome's statements,
which were proved to be mere expansions and colourings on
the p~rt of an editor of what were found in the pages of
Eusebms. _t\ss~1redly the~e was 3:10 .antecedent improbability
that one Christian apologist had imitated another, as there is
a str?ng family li~rnn~ss ~n all the" Apologies"; and it would not
be difficult to mamtam, if we took any two writers of this school
at random, that one had not imitated, if l.lot actually laid the
other under contribution. The cli:fficulty lay in want of
lit~rary faith in the statements of Jerome ; but apart from
this, we should not be much the wiser.
All that we could glean from the researches of our most
trusted scholars, w!th rega:r~ to these lost "Apologies," was,
that we had Eusebrnn tradition for their existence and even
their date, and a Eusebian extract or two from on~ of them
'
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as a specimen of sub-Apostolic defence, a very scanty remnant
from a vanished house.
·
Fresh light was, however, thrown on the obscurity when an
Armenian translation of the opening chapter of the lost
"Apology" of Aristides was discovered by the learned
Armenians of the Lazarist monastery of Venice; and although
the results of their scholarly labours were received in some
quarters with incredulity, yet we shall hope to show the
reader in the course of this paper that the clocument in
question bas been rightly entitled, and that the monks bad
openecl the door for a satisfactory conception of the dogmatics
which underlay the apologetics, which has been a step in the
right direction. It is true that j\t[, Renan, in his "Origines
de Christianisme," throws great doubt upon its authenticity,
and maintains that the Armenian fragment contains a theology
later than the fourth century; and its historical, or rather
mythological, erudition is unworthy of a writer of the seconcl
century. He scoffed at the alleged relic of antiquity, pointing
out that it contains terms and phrases which were unknown
till the fourth century. M. Renan, however, has been rightly
opposed in this sweeping denunciation by Doulcet, who has
pointed out relations between Aristides and the "Timreus" of
Plato as a justification of the philosophical character of the
work; but, unfortunately, Doulcet went too far, when he triecl.
to identify Aristides with the author of the "Epistle to
Diognetus.'' At all events, the published fragment of the
Al'menian brothers shows trftces of an interesting originality
of method in the classification of the religious beliefs of the
time.
Mr. Rendel Harris, Professor of Biblical languages in Haverforcl College, Pennsylvania, contributes to the subject a Syriac
translation of substantially the whole of the missing" Apology,"
but without the terms to which Renan objected. The original
text was discovered. in a volume of Syriac extracts preserved
in the library of the convent of St. eatharine, upon Mount
Sinai, only as short a time ago as the spring of 1889. The
copy has suffered somewhat in the course of time from
successive transcriptions, and needs occasionally critical treatment. "The language and. thought of the writer are, however," says the translator, "so simple and. straightforward, that
the limits of error are much narrower than they would be in
a document wherein the structme was more highly complicated : the unintelligible sentences which accumulate in a
translation so much more rapidly than in the copying of an
original document, are almost entirely absent. In fact, the
writer is more of a child. than a philosopher, a child well
trained in creed and practised in ethics, rather than either a
F
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dogmatist defending a new system, or an iconoclast destroying
an old one; but this simplicity of treatment, so far from
being a weakness, adds often greatly to the natural impressiveness of the subject, and gives the work a l)lace by the side of
the best Christian writing of his age" (p. 3)-the palmy age
of the Greek apologists.
The translation is from a manuscript numbered "16" among
the Syriac MSS. of the Sinaitic convent. Doubtless it was
the ethical character of the "Apology" of Aristides that
secured its incorporation with the volume. It wiY. be well to
discuss the effect which this recovered document has upon
our estimate of the Eusebian statements concerning the
earliest Church apologists. Photographs of the Syriac text
were taken by ProfeEsor Harris, and special pains have been
taken in the reproduction of the correct punctuation. In fact,
everything seems to have been done to make this new discovery of the lost" Apology" as complete and trustworthy as
possible. ·
1. The allusions to Aristides on the part of Eusebius
claim our first attention. The er Chronicon" of Eusebius gives
the following date for the "Apologies" of Quadratus and
Aristides. The Armenian version of it is as follows:
O. L.

.A, .ABR,

IMP. ROM,

cl226

2140

Se

cl Adrianus Eleusinarum rerum quarus fuit
multaque dona Atheniensium largitus
est.
e Romanorum ecclesia episcopatum excepit
septimus Telesphorus annis xi.

Eusebius, in his " Church History," says : "Aristides, also
a believer earnestly devbted to our religion, left, like Quadratus, an ' Apology ' for the faith, addressed to Hadrian. His
work, too, has been preserved even to the present day by a
great many })ersons." 1 Aristides of Athens is called by
Eusebit:s, in his "Chronicon," er a philosopher" (" nostri
clogmat1s philosophus Atheniensis "). Eusebius does not
quote his work, perhaps because he did not possess a copy,
perhaps because it contained no historical matter suited to
his pm·1)ose, nor does he· refer to him again. But he says :
_Codr:i,tus Apostoloru'.11 auditor et Aristides nostri dogmatis (nostne
re1) ph~losophus A_the_n1ensis Adriano supplicationes dedere apologeticas
(apolo1pre, resl?ons1?m~) ob mandatum. .A.cceperat tamen a Serennio
splend1do prres1c1e (Juc110e) scriptum de Christianis quod nempe iniqnum
sit occi~ere eos r!1more sine in_quis!tione, neque ulla accusatione. Scribit
.A.rmomcus Func11us proconsuh .A.s1anornm ut sine ullo damno et incusatione non damnarentur : et e:x:amplar edicto ejus hucusque circumfertur.

We may say, then, that it is the intention of Eusebius
to refer the presentation of both these apologies to the time
1

Eusebius, book iv., c. iii.
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when Hadrian was spending his first winter in Athens,
and to make them the reason for the imperial rescript
to Minucius Fundanus which is attached to the first
"Apology" of Jnstin Martyr. Minucius Funclanus was
consul 10'7, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that he
held the Asian proconsulate A.D. 124 or 125. If, then,
Aristides and Quadratus presented apologies to Hadrian,
knowing Hadrian's devotion to Greek literatme, it is reasonable to connect them with his first Athenian winter, and not
the second (A.D. 129-130).
Three difficulties appear to be in the way of this suggestion:
first, doubt has been thrown on the-genuineness of the Emperor's rescript to Minucius Fundanus ; and next, there is a
suspicious resemblance between Quadratus the apologist and
Quadratus Bisho~ of Athens in the time of Antoninus Pius,
who succeeded I ublius, who was mi1,rtyred, according to
Jerome. Lastly, the newly-found document cannot be referred to the time assigned to it by Eusebius, and there is
only a possibility that it was ever presented to Hadrian.
The Syriac version bas a preface to the following effect:
"Apology made by Aristides the philosopher before Hadrianus
the King, concerning the ·worship of Almighty God." But
this is immediately followed by another introduction, which
cannot be anything else than a part of the primitive "Apology."
It runs as follows: "Cmsar Titus Hadrianus Antoninus, worshipful and clement, from Marcianus Aristides, 1Jhilosopher,
of Athens."
The additional information conveyed by this sentence is a
sufficient guarantee of its genuineness. Two points are
gained: the name of the philosopher given as Marcianus,
and the full name of the Emperor addressed. We find, to our
surprise, that this is not Hadrian, but his successor, Antoninus
Pius, who bears the name of Hadrian by adoption from
Publius JElius Hadrianus. Professor · Rendel Harris, then,
comes to this conclusion: "Unless, therefore, we can show
that there is an error or a deficiency in the opening sentence
of the 'Apology,' we shall be obliged to refer it to the ti.me of
the Emperor Antoninus Pius, and to say that Eusebius has
made a mistake in reading the title of the 'Apology,' or has
followed someone who hacl made the mistake before him"
(p. 8). The Professor offers several proofs in favour of his
theory, and thus sums up: "Seeing, then, the extreme difficulty of maintaining the Haclrianic or Eusebian hypothesis,
w:=i are driven to refer the 'Apology ' to the reign of Antoninus
Pms, and to affirm that Eusebius made a mistake in reading
· or quoting the title of the book, in which mistake he has been
followed by a host of other writers. If he followed a text
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which had the heading as in the Syriac, he has misunderstood
the person spoken of as Hadrian the King; and if, on the
other hand, he takes the opening sentences as his guide, he
has made a superficial reference, which a closer reading would.
have corrected" (p. 9).
This would seem to have been the very age of the Christian
apoloaist. GeoTge Long, in ~he prefac? to his translation_ of
the ":Philosophy of M. Aurelius Antonmus," says: "Durmg
the time of .A.ntoninus Pius and Marcus Antoninus there
appeared the first : Apology: of Jt:stinus, and under _M.
Antoninus the 'Oration of Tatian agamst the Greeks,' which
was a fierce attack on the established religions, the address of
Athenaaoras to M. Antoninus on behalf of the Christians, and
the 'Apoloay' of Melito, Bishop of Sardis, also addressed
to the Emp~ror, and that of Apolinarius" (p. :x.vii.). llfr. Long
slyly adds, "but we do not know whether they read it." He,
however, makes no mention of that of Aristides. But, then,
neither the Armenian fragment nor the Syraic and Greek
versions had been discovered in Mr. Long-'s time. Whatever,
then, be the date of our "Apology," the simplicity of its style
is in favour of an early one. The religious ideas and practices
are of an antique cast; the ethics show a remarkable continuity with Jewish ethics: the care for the stranger and the
friendless, the burial of the dead and the like, fasting and
almsgiving, are given as characteristic virtues both of Judaism
and Christianity. Indeed, we may say one of the remal'kable
things about the "Apology" is the friendly tone in which the
Jews al'e spoken about. vYe should not certainly suspect
that the chasm between the Ohmch and the Synagogue had
become as impassable as it was in the second centmy. The
hostile tone which we find in the '' :Martyrdom of Polycarp" is
wanting, and the severity of contem1)t in the "Epistle 'to
Diognetus" is conspicuous by its absence. If the Church is
not in the writer's time any longer under the wing of the
Synagogue, _it has apparently no objection to taking the Synagogue occas10na1ly under its own wino-.
After critically examining the cliffiiulties of the rival hypot½eses, Mr. Re~clel Harris thus sums up : "1Ve have found it
difficult to assign the 'Apology' to any other period than the
early years of Antoninus Pius· and it is at least conceivable
that it may have been present~d to the Emperor along with
other O!J-ristian w~itings, during -an umecorclecl visit of his to
the ancient seat of government in Smyrna" (p. 7).
2. Thereseems to have been some possible connection between
the "True Word." of Celsus and the ''Apology" of Aristides.
Celsus, the gr.eat opponent of Christianity, must have been .
very nearly a contemporary with Aristides; but though it may
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be difficult to assign to him a 1)articular date, he must have
been at the height of his fame in the reign of Antoninus Pius.
Nor is it easy to discover what Christian books Celsus had
come across, whether Gospels or other literature. All we
can ascertain is that he knew the dialogue w1;itten between
Jason and Papiscus, a work of Aris to of Pella, written at the
close of the Jewish war under Hadrian, and if he were reading
contemporal'J Christian literature he would naturally know
Aristides. Indeed, it may fairly be asked whether Aristides
was not one of the persons to whom Celsus undertook to reply,
as we find many 1)arallels between the fragments of the great
work of Celsus preserved by Origen and our" Apology."
One of the leading ideas of Aristides is that God made
everything for the salce of man. This he illustrates in various
ways by pointing out that the different elements-earth, air,
fire, and water, together with the heavenly bodies-are his
ministers. Celsus seems to have been much opposed to this
doctrine, and to have diffosely discussed it ; indeed, it was
the chief point of contact between the stoic philosophy and
religious faith, whether Jewish or Christian.
Celsus draws ridiculous l)ictures of the philosophy of frogs
in the swamp, of the ants in their ant-hill, and bevies of bats,
discussing the proposition-which might be obvious to themthat the world had been made solely for their benefit. He
covers the argument from Providence, as stated by Aristides,
by asking the question, ,Vere the elements and the stars made
for the self-congratulation of the bat, the frog, or the man ?
But he carries out the argument in detail. According to
Celsus, Providence is more apparent in the case of ants and
bees, which obtain their food without labour, or with less than
that of man. He will not listen to the statement that the sun
and stars serve man, much less what Aristides affirms, that the
sun was created to serve the many needs of man. " Do not,"
says he, ".quote to me verses from Euripides about sunshine
and shade serviug man; how do they serve him any more
than the ants or the flies, which sleep and wake much as we do?"
In Aristicles the argument is repeated again and again, and
Celsus (too much as Origen thinks) answers it at great length.
Another point about which Aristides is original is the
doctrine of the races of the worlcl and their origin. He divides
the world into four-Barbarians, Greeks, Jews, and Christians.
As for Christians-the new race-they derive their origin
from Jesus the Messiah, and He is called Son of Goel Most
High. Now, Celsus dilates on this very point, which Origen
draws attention to, and his agreement with Aristides on this
head is very striking. Again, when Aristides discusses the
beliefs of the Jew, he remarks that their ritual is rather an
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adoration of angels than a worship of God. ..What shall we
say when we find Celsus affirming that the Jews worshipped
angels ? Origen, in his astonishment, asks : " Where in the
world did Oelsus find in the .M:osaic writings instructions in the
worship of angels?" It is certainly remarkable that we :find
the missinO' link in the "Apology" of Aristides.
Furthe/,analogies might be traced, but from what has been
stated it is veryreas011able to suppose that Celsus had read the
"Apoloo-y" of Aris tides before he penned his " True ·word."
3. Th~ figure of Aristides, then, the author of the "Apology,"
the philosopher of Athens, is presented to us as that of a
Christian, who has preserved the dress and garb of his order,
with a view to service in the Gospel. Not a few of the famous
tiecond-century Christians seem to have attracted an audience
in this way. .M:ost certainly Justin did this, and Tatian, nor
should we be wrong in assuming the same with regard to
Aristides. But the professedly dispassionate presentation of
the Christian soon breaks down, and the real man soon gives
the note of challenge-" Ohristianus sum, nihil Christianum
alienum a me puto." 'rlre notice that Aristides does not appeal
to miracles and prophecy on behalf of Christianity, hut to the
surpassing beauty and supernatural morality of the Gospel, as
its highest witness and most convincing evidence. His strong
point is the moral and spiritual character of the Christian
religion. He mentions angels as quite familiar subjects, and
refers to the dogmatic statements of the Church as "household words," and without any beating about the bush makes a
peroration of the impending day of judgment. And so the
philosopher, with an imperial audience, is another illustration
of the city set upon the hill-the light on a candlestick.
Aristides " apologizing" among the entoiirage of the imperial
court is another Paul preaching on .M:ars' Hill.
St. Paul, in his Epistles, talks about a pattern of sound
words-a 7rapa0171C?'J, a clepositum-the germ of the .Christian
creed-the faith once fully, and once for all, delivered: shall we
find anything of the kind in our "Apology"? Now, it is very
interesting to notice that in the time of Aristides the Church
had a " Symbolum of the Faith," and from his " Apology" we
may reconstruct a goocl many of its· sentences. In it we discover some elements in the baptismal creed of the Athenian
Church. In this investigation we start at a time when the
memory of the Apostles was still fresh and green, from what
is practically certam to what is less demonstrable. ,Ve should
not assume, for example, that the words "Maker of heaven
and earth " :-vere proof of the existence of a possibly :fixed
creed. But 1f other sentences can be reliably established we
need not omit these words in the reconstructed formula. '
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The certain passage with which we set out is :
He was pierced (crucified) by the Jews;
Be died, ancl was buried ;

and they say that
After three days He rose,
Ancl ascenclecl into heaven.

That these words represent a part of the "Symbolum Fidei,"
as known to .Aristides, there can be no shadow of doubt.
·what else, then, was contained in the Creed ? Surely we
may add the words which must have stood at the beginning
and end of the Creed-e.g., that God was the Maker of heaven
and earth, and that Jesus Christ would come to judge the world.
But can we go further? There is a shrewd suspicion that
the Creed contained the clause " He was born of the Virgin
:Mary," for in the language of .Aristides the clause the
" Hebrew Virgin " preceded the account of the crucifixion.
Besides, we find .Aristides most pronounced in stating this
doctrine, and Celsus is emphatic in his scornful rejection of it.
Thus Celsus brings out the old story of the infidelity of Mary,
and says the father of Jesus was a soldier whose name was
Panthera. This is the story which appears in the Talmud
under the name Pandera-clearly a transliteration of the
former. This legend was sup1)osed to be invented by the
Jews to account for our Lord's birth, which proves that they
were in search of a more tenable hypothesis than the paternity
of Joseph. The story which we find in the Talmud and in
Celsus may be traced to sqme piece of Jewish scandal.
If, however, the stOTy was Jewish in its origin, it was Greek
in its manufacture. Some fancy the word Panthera is a
symbol of unbridled lust. But this is a mistake, for it is
simply an anagram on the word "Parthenos," by which the
mother of our Lord was commonly known. That this is the
true solution must be evident to all who are familiar with
the anagrams and acrostics of that interesting period. The
order of the letters has been changed and the ending of the
word slightly altered. .All we know of the dogmatics of the
early part of the second century agrees with the belief that
the virginity of Mary was a part of the formulated· Christian
symbol. Nor need we hesitate to give the doctrine a place
in the creed of Aristides. We restore the fragments' of Aristides' creed as follows :
We believe in one God Almighty,
Maker of heaven and earth ;
Auel in Jesus Christ, His Son,

*
*

*
*

*
*

Born of the Virgin Mary ;

*
*
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He was pierced by the Jews ;
He died and was buried ;
The third day He rose again ;
He ascended into heaven;

*

*

*

He is about to come to judge.

*

At all events, we may maintain that there is evidence of
the Creed in very early times under a slightly different form
to that generally received, and it: so, w~ ~ay call it a_ ma~k of
antiquity to have the "A.pology' of A.rist1des expressmg itself
to that effect; for certainly no such sentence in the generally
received Creed existed in later times, however widely diffused
the animosity aD'ainst the Jews may have been.
4. We have aheady alluded to the original idea on the part
of Aristides in dividing mankind into four tribes, the Barbarian, the Greek, the Jew, and the Christian. The Armenian
fragment of the "Apology" before mentioned thus speaks of
the last named; "But the Christians reckon their race from
the Lord Jesus Christ. He is Himself Son of Goel on high,
Who was manifested of the Holy Spirit, came down from
heaven, and, being born of a Hebrew Virgin, took on His
flesh from the Virgin, and was manifested in the nature of
humanity the Son of God ; ·who sought to win the entire
world to His eternal goodness by His life-giving preaching.
He it is who was according to the flesh born of the race of the
Hebrews, by the God-bearing (the word 0eoTaJCor; is implied)
Virgin Miriam. He chose the twelve disciples, and He by
His illuminating truth, dispensing it, taus-ht all the world,
and was nailed on the cross by the Jews ; ·who rose from the
dead and ascended into heaven, ancl sent forth His disciples
into the whole world (ol1<.ovµ,ev?7v), and taught all with
divinely miraculous and profoundly wise wonders.''
Mr. Rendel Harris, to. whom we are indebted for the translatio~ of the Syriac version lately discovered by him, tells us
that 1t has been much improved by the Greek version, which
has _been even more recently discovered by Mr. J. 1\.rmitage
Robmso~. By one of those happy accidents, as we call them,
upon whrnh progress depends, this gentleman discovered that
substantially the whole of the Greek text was extant and had
been incorporated in that charminO' half-Greek ~ncl halfOriental _story, "The Lives of Barliam and J oasaph." Of
cours~ t~is means that for the greater 1Jart of the "Apology"
?f An_stides we have copies and versions in goodly numbers
m vanous languag~s, _which opens up qui~e a new fi.elc~ before
the student of Chnstian apologetics. This Greek vers10n has
enabled Mr._ Harris to improve his translation by filling up
the l_aaunce m ~he Syriac version. It was discovered by Mr.
Armitage Robmson (of Cambridge) when he was turning
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over i;he Latin " Passionals " at Vienna in a fruitless search
for a lost MS. of the "Passion of St. Perpetua." Happening
to be reading portions, he tells us (p. 67), of the Latin version
of the "Life of Barlaam and J osaphat," he stumbled across
words which recalled the manner and thought of Aristides.
This led to a comparison of it with the Syriac version, and tbe
fresh light which was thrown upon it. The result of a careful
collation of the two versions, shedding mutual light one on
the other, has been to settle on a firm basis the genuineness
of this long-lost "Apology."
5. This discovery of the Greek version has proved especially
valuable in ascertaining the bearing of the "Apology" on the
canon. The notices in support of the sacred books are perhaps
scanty, but they are there if a little trouble is taken to discover them, and the position of the man gives importance to
the most meagre references. But such references as there are
belong to separate!Apostolic writings; not to these collected
into a canon, as we find in the writers of the third or fourth
centuries, because the second-century Christianity of Rome
and .Athens knew nothing of a canon of the New Testament
in a technical sense. Men have troubled because they have
not been able to find distinct references to this or that portion
of the canon. But j£ they did find them, it would be good
evidence that they were really the productions of a later age.
How can we expect to find reference .to a canon of the New
Testament in documents of the sub-Apostolic age, when no such
acmon had yet been formed as a matter of fact, but was only
in process of formation? Aristides investigated Christianity
in the spirit of a philosopher, and yet he is as conspicuous for
faith as for wisdom. His work was not only able, but in the
opinion of competent judges it was orthodox. These scanty
references to the books of Scripture are in marked contrast
with the "AJ?ology" of Justin. The Emperor is referrecl to
Christian wntings on two occasions. On one of these a
written Gospel is certainly implied, as the subject-matter is
· the sketch of our Lord's life. Thus we find the following
words: "This is taught from, that Gospel which a little while
ago was spoken among them as being preached; wherein j£
ye also will reacl, ye will comprehend the power that is upon
it " (p. 36). This is the next reference, which may include
books outside the canon : "Take now these writings, and read
in them; and,tlo ! ye will find that not of myself have I
brought these things forward, nor as their advocate have I
said them; but as I have read in these writings, these things
I firmly believe, and those things also that are to come"
(p. 50). There are no direct quotations from the New
Testament itself, although the diction of the "Apology" is
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much tinctured by the language of the Apostolic writers at
times.
The opening sente:1ce of the "Apology" runs thus: "I1 0
King, by the grace of God came mto this world, and havmg
contemplated the heavens and the earth and the seas, and
beheld the sun and the rest of the orderly creation, I was
amazed at the arrangement of the world; and I comprehended
that the world and all that is therein are moved by the
impulse of another, _and I understood tha~ He that m.?veth
them is God." This may be com1)arecl with 2 .Mace. vn. 28:
"I beseech thee, my son, look upon the heaven and the
earth, and all that is therein, and consider that Goel made
these of things that were not ; and so was mankind made
likewise."
The passage "For He is altogether wisdom and understanding, and in Him consists all that consists" (p. 36), may
be compared with St. Paul to the Colossians (i. 17) : "And He
is before all things, and by Him all things consist," and "by
Him all things were created" (verse 16).
Again: "And they began to worship the creature more
than Him who had created them." This is certainly based
on Rom. i. 25 : "And worshipped and served the creature
more than the Creator." The addition of the pronoun in the
"Apology" is interesting. The Syriac translator renders:
"And they began to serve created things instead of the
Creator of them," the change being due to the Syriac version,
where the word "Ureator" has the suffix of the feminine
plural.
v\T e may compare the passage "The Greeks, then, because
they are wiser than the Barbarians, have erred even more"
(p. 401), "saying that they are wise, they have become fools"
(Greek version), with Rom. i. 22: "Professing themselves to
be wise, they became fools."
. Take_, again, these words : "Whence men, taking the startmg pomt, or pretext (acpopµ~), from their gods, committed.
every lawlessness and lewdness and impiety" (p. 107), which
seems to be an echo, though in a different sense, of Rom. vii. 8 :
"But sin, taking occasion by the commandment, wrought in
me all manner of concupiscence."
·
W ~ se~:n, in the apologist's words, "Now the laws are good
and JUSt (p. 109), to be under the influence of the same
chapter : ''. ·wherefore the law is holy, and the commandment
holy, and JUst, and good" (verse 12), and "the law that it is
good" (verse 16).
One more quotation from the "Apology" must suffice :
" For they, being the descendants of Abraham, and Isaac, and
Jacob, sojourned in Egypt; whence Goel brought them out
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in a strong hand and lofty arm." The first part of the sentence seems to have affinities with Heb. xi. 8, 9 : cc By faith
Abraham ... sojoumecl in the land of promise with Isaae
and Jacob." And the whole may be compared with Acts
xiii. 17 : "·when they cl welt as strangers in the land of Egypt,
and with a high arm brought Re the~ out of it." · It should
be mentioned that the seconcl part 1s not attested by the
Syriac and Armenian versions, and may have been introduced
by the author of cc Barlaam and J osaphat" from Psa. cxxxiv.
16-18. Other passages might be mentioned, which prove that
the apologist was quite familiar with the Apostolic writers.
6. The "Apology" of Aristides is not the first agreeable
surprise which has come upon the students of Christian
apologetics of late years. It is not so lono- ago that the
Diclache-tbe "Teaching of the Twelve Apostles "-made its
unexpected appearance. This remarkable and " very important document" appears, according to Bishop Lightfoot,
"to belong to the latter decades of the first or the beginning
of the second century." It is (" Apostolic Fathers," i. 391),
"a primitive book of Church discipline and ordinances"
(St. Clement, i. 9). At-all events, it is an older work than the
"Apology" of Aristicles. Now, it is from this work (" The
Two Ways") our author has drawn his description of the life
and conduct of the Christians, though it may be doubted if he
knew _it in the form preserved to us in the Diclache.
The following quotation is taken from the "Apology"
(cxv.):
They [i.e. the ChristiansJ do not commit adultery nor fornication; they
do not bear false witness, they do not deny a deposit, nor covet what is
not theirs ; they honour father and mother; they do good to those who
are their neighbours, and when they are judges they judge uprightly ;
and whatever they do not wish that others should do to them, they do
not practise towards anyone. Those who grieve them, they comfort and
make them their friends; and they do good to their enemies. They walk
in all humility and kindness ; falsehood is not found among them, and
they love one another. And from the widow they do not turn away their
countenance;• and they rescue the orphan from him who does him
violence. And he who has, gives to him who has not, without grudging;
and when they see the stranger they bring him to their dwellings, and
rejoice over him as a true brother, for they do not call brothers those
· who are after the flesh, but those who are in the spirit of God.

The following parallels will be found in the Didach6 : _
C. ii. : "Thou shalt not commit adultery or fomication; thou
shalt not desire thy neighbour's things ; thou shalt not bear
false witness."
C. i. : " Thou shalt love thy neighbour."
C. iv. : "Thou shalt judge justly;" i.e., give right judgment.
U. i. : "All things whatsover thou dost not wish to be done
to thee, do not do to another."
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0. iii.: "Be kind and gentle."
.
Perhaps there may also be adduced as a last parallel :
O. iv.: cc Thou shalt not turn away from the needy, but
thou shalt have all things in common with thy brother."
It may be added that the whole passage is prefaced by the
words : cc They have the commandments of the Lord Jesus
Christ and keep them."
Co~paring the passage with the Epistle of Barnabas-a
still earlier document-we find there the same parallels adduced from the Diclaahe, with two exceptions : "TJiou shalt not
bear false witness " and the negative form of the GoldenRule.
It is therefore possible that A.l'istides may have drawn some
of his precepts from the earliel' document, the Didaohe.
7. Besides other apocryphal gospels, the following four were
the principal deutero-canonical writings which knocked at
the door of the canon for admission: the Diclache, (just
alludecl to), the Epistle of Barnabas, the " Shepherd of
Hermas," and the " Preaching of Peter." The last-named
work enjoyed a good deal of popularity in the early Church,
though its claim to a place in the canon was disallowed even
more emphatically than the claims of those other competitors.
But the Church in her councils it was which drew the line.
"It is to the Church," says Dr. ·westcott, " that we must look
both for the formation and proof of the canon" (p. 12). We
are indebted to the Church, which is " the keeper and
witness of Holy Writ" (Al't. XX.), for our canonical Scriptures,
and she it was who settled the books of the New Testament
for us. "Many have rightly perceived that the reception of
the canon implies the existence of one Catholic Church," says
Dr. Westcott, " and the growth of the Catholic Church is the
comprehensive fact of which the formation of the canon is
one element '' (" On Canon," pp. 21, 327).
The "Preaching of Peter" is classed by Eusebius (H. E., iii. 3),
toge~her with his Acts, his Gospel, and his Apocalypse, as
outside the canon of writino-s accepted by tb,e universal
Church.. He goes on to say of these books, that none of the
early wnte~·s 0l' of his contemporaries used quotations from
them. This statement, however is incorrect for it was mention~d frequently by the early F~thers, and Clement of Alexandria repeatedly quotes both from the ~'Preaching" and
~pocalyps~, as auth?ritative works in his day. It is mention~d twice by Ongen, but it is classed by him amonos1;unous ;;7orks. I~ was, according to Lipsius, closely connected
:Yith the Prea~~g of Peter and Paul." He says the work
is not of a1;1 Eb10mte character, as supposed by some, but is a
Petro-Paulme production. Salmon holds that the cc Preaching" was as old as the middle of the second century.
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iNe have already noticed that Aristides refers to a written
Gospel for his statements regarding our Lord. vVe have also
seen that he has drawn part of his description of the conduct
of the Christians from the Diclaahe. In several parts of his
"Apology" we notice his method and langua~e were influenced by the Book of Wisdom. But it is evident that he
owes a still greater debt to the "Preaching of Peter," a work,
indeed, now lost, but one which exercised a considerable· influence upon the writings of the second century.
It is to be hoped that this may be recovered, as the
"Apology" and Diclaahe have been, in the literary treasures
of some monastery or library. Meantime, by gathering all the
fragments together, which can with certainty be assigned to
this work, a step in the right direction is being taken. And
many clo undoubtedly exist in the "Apology," though we
have not space to notice them all, which niay be used in its
reconstruction. The "Preaching of Peter" is quoted by
Heracleon, and it was probably used by Celsus. It seems also
to have been in the hands of the unknown writer of the
Epistle to Diognetus. Moreover, in the "Sibylline Oracles"
there are several passages which seem to be based on it.
From these three or four extant works, which have drawn
upon the missing document, there is a possibility that it may
be critically reconstructed by a consideration of matter
common to them. Towards such a reconstrnction contributions, many of them scattered here and there, may be found
in our" .A.1)ology," wbich seems to have made so free a use of
it. It is not easy to say whether it was the "Preaching of
Peter" or the "Apology" of Aristides which lay before
Celsus, but there cannot be a doubt that it must have been
one or the other But the "Apology" gives no starting-point
for the attack of Celsus on Jewish prophecies about the
Messiah, whereas the "Preaching" laid great stress on this
point.
1
N e have had the pleasure of drawing- attention to this
newest surprise for the learned world, and, mdeecl, the fact that
it has. been discovered quite recently in an Armenian fragment and Syriac version, as well as the Greek, inspires us
with hope for the future. Our age has seen the Epistles of
Clement, the "Diatessaron" of Tatian (which has clone so
much to confirm the canonical position of the Gospels from
the same distant region), and the Diclaahe (or the "Teachin&'
of the Apostles") brought to light. Who can tell what will
be the next find? We shall be looking to the libraries of the
monasteries buried amid the depths of Syrian deserts and
Armenian mountains for the recovery of the most ancient
documents touching the Christian faith, What has become
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of the "Preaching of Peter" just alluded to ? Where is the
lost "Apology" of Quadratus1 Aristides' immediate predecessor? This would be a much more precious find, because
it went into the details of the Gospel history, and was an
exposition of the fa~th, as we gather from a meagre fragment
preserved by Eusebms, for the benefit of the more cultured
pagans. :viThere, too, is the last .work of Papias (of Hierapol~s),
before hrm agam, and where IS the oft-quoted by Eusebrns
"Ecclesiastical History of Hegesippus"? This newly-found
but inestimable treasure should encot~rage our scholars to
pursue their investigations in those distant homes of learning,
happily respected by the Mohammedan conquerors, with a
keener and livelier expectation for the speedy restoration of
those great legacies of Christian antiquity which Eusebius so
often mentions, and the ari,te-Nicene ]fathers so frequently
allude to.
MORRIS FULLER.

ART. II.-THE SEVENTY WEEKS OF DANIEL.
HAT is the terminus ci quo of these seventy weeks, or
hebcl01nads ? ·what is their "te1·1ninus ad quem ?
W
It ought not to be -an unprofitable or a hopeless task to
ascertain and to set f01;th the truth in answer to these two
questions.
I. The terminus ci quo is given us in these words : "From
the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build
Jerusalem unto the Messiah, the Prince, shall be seven weeks
and threescore and two weeks" (Dan. ix. 25). Exactly such
a command, or decree, was given by 1'.l.rtaxerxes in the
twentieth year of his reign to, and at the instance of, Nehemiah, "according to the good hand of his God upon him."
This was in the year B.C. 444. This ought to be, one woulcl
think, the terminiis a quo we are in search of.
~ut there are. three other -terrnini a quo suggested by expositors.. On~ rs the command issued by Cyrus in the first
year of his reign, B.o. 536, as commonly reckoned, or n.o. 506
according to the Rev. John Milner, in his suggestive articl~
in the Cm:mcmu.rr for November, 1890, entitled "The
~eventy \Veeks of Da~iel and Persian Chronology." Another
IS the decree of Darius,. B.c. 518, which, however, as Mr.
~1ilner obse~·v~s, m.erely confirms that of Cyrus. The third
IS the comm1ss10n given to Ezra by Artaxerxes in the seventh
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year of his reign, B.C. 457, of which Mr. Milner remarks that
the decree given thirteen years later to Nehemiah by the same
kinrr was but a renewal.
E'ut, in the first place, none of these commands, or decrees
was "a coIDmand to restore and to build Jerusalem." They
referred only to the temple ; they never mention the city.
The building of the city, indeed, is mentioned, as if it, and
it alone, were in progress, in the letter written and sent to
Artaxerxes by " BishlaID, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest of
their coIDpanions." They wrote to prejudice and alarm the
king about the rebuilding of " the rebellious and the bad city,"
and even went so far as to say that the Jews had already
":finished the walls and repaired the foundations." But if
these unscrupulous men deceived the king by what seems to
have been their very untruthful letter, that is no reason why
they should deceive us. And :p_ot a word is said in the Book
of Ezra, except in this wicked letter, about any building of
the city, while much is said of the building of the house of
the Lord, and of that alone. And, again, in the year B.C. 444,
Nehemiah could coIDplain before the king that" the city, the
place of his father's sepulchres, lieth waste, and the gates
thereof are consumed with fire." So that if any previous
decree had gone forth "to restore and to build Jerusalem,"
it was an ineffectual and abortive decree, and no fitting
te1·minus a g_uo for anything-not, at any rate, for the period
in which Jerusalem was to be "built again, with street and
moat even in troublous times." So that the year B.C. 444,
with its command from Artaxerxes to Nehemiah, sending him
"unto the city of hi.s fathers' sepulchres that he may build
it," stands, to our mind, the only and unmistakable te1"'((1,inus
a quo of the seventy weeks. ,Ve shall consider further on
what Mr . .Milner urges against it, and in favour of the first
year of Cyrus instead.
II. But what is their terminus acl quem? A very strange
mi.stake bas been made here by many expositors-a mistake
which the words of Scripture are surely 1)lain enough to have
prevented anyone making. The terminus acl quern of the
seventy weeks has actually been fixed by one expositor arter
another at " Messiah the Prince," notwithstanding that the
angel said plainly to the prophet that "froID the going forth
of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem unto
Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks," probably for
restoring and building Jerusalem, "and threescore and two
weeks." Now seven 7Jlus threescore and two are sixty-nine',
not seventy. And yet the late Mr. Elliott, in the preface to
his great and learned work, "Horre Apocalypticre," confesses
that " the prophecy of the seventy weeks, 'until Messiah the
'VOL. 'VI.-NEW SERIES, NO. XXX'VIII.
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Prince' in Daniel," is one of those that "present certain difficulties and obscurities." But the "difficulties and obscurities" must be, to some extent at least, of his own making;
for certainly there is no. pro~hecy in D~niel of seventy weeks
"until Messiah the Prmce.
There IS one of 7 + 62 = 69
weeks" unto Messiah the Prince," which is surely a somewhat
different thing.
Mr. Grattan Guinness, too, in his very interesting work,
"The Approaching Encl of the Age," without making or confessing any difficulty or obscurity in the matter, speaks
repeatedly of "the _seventy weeks," as be~ng "unto Messiah
the Prince." For mstance (on p. 280, sixth ed.), he says:
"It "-i.e., that period of 490 years-" was the time that
elapsed between Artaxerxes' decree to restore and to build
Jerusalem and the days of 'Messiah the Prince.' " "The
seventy weeks of Daniel ix. elapsed between the decree of
Artaxerxes and the advent of Messiah" (p. 302). Again
(p. H45), speaking of the "' seventy weeks,' or 490 years," he
says : "This extended to the coming of Messiah the Prince
and the destruction of Jerusalem, consequent on his rejec~
tion "-though how it could extend to both these events, so
far apart from each other, he does not explain. In his Appendix, however (p. 596), he makes the seventy weeks end,
neither at the coming of Messiah the Prince nor at the
destruction of Jerusalem, but in the year A.D. 34, just five
years after the crucifixion in A.D. 29-the nativity being
fixed, for sufficient reasons, at A.D. 6 of our ordinary reckoning. ·The seventy weeks are thus made to end at no particular
period at all, and the seventieth week to begin nowhere in
particular-somewhere in the middle of the earthly ministry
of our Lord.
It seems plain that Mr. Milner also in his interesting
article, ·already alluded to, considers the seventy weeks as
reaching '' unto the Messiah the Prince." He says (p. 97):
" The 490 years must date from the first of Cyrus, and we
have, therefore, to reduce the 569 years of the common chronology to the requisite 490," the 569 years being the time, in
the ~oill:mon chronology, from the first year of Cyrus to the
cruci~x10n. But why reduce this 569 to 490, unless in order
to b_rrng the end of the " seventy weeks" (or 490 years) of
Darnel to what he considers-and rightly as we believe-the
time of " Messiah the Prince " ?
'
While ~fr. Milner, for reasons which he gives, and which we
shall c_ons;1der pr~sently, makes the seventy weeks begin with
the_ ed1_ct issued m the first_ye~r of Cyrus, B.C. 536 or 506, Mr.
Gmnness makes them begm m B,C, ;1!57, with the command
given to Ezra by Artaxerxes, in the seventh year of his reign,
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to restore and to build Jerusalem, though in neither of those
edicts, as we have already observed, was there any such
command or permission given, so _far as we know from
Scripture. Seventy weeks, however, or 490 years, from any
of those three dates bring us to nothing which can be spoken
of as "M.essiah the Prince." Reckoning 490 years from the
first brings us to 46 or 40 years before the birth of Christ ;
reckoning them from the second brings us to B.C. 16 or 10;
reckoning them, from the third-Mr. Guinness's terminus a
qua-brings us to tbe year A.D. 39, if not to the year A.D. 45.
Reckoning, however, from B.C. 444, which we have seen good
reason for maintaining as the true terrninus c& quo, seven
weeks and sixty-two weeks, or 483 years, bring us exactly to
:M:r. Milner's time for "Messiah the Prince," i.e., His crucifixion, or to the year A.D. 29, which Mr. Guinness rightly
assigns as the date of the crucifixion. In other words
reckoning the right number of years-483-from the right
terrninus c& quo-the twentieth year of Artaxerxes-brings
us exactly to the right time for " Messiah the Prince,"
unto whom those 483 years were to run. '\Tve might almost
write "Q.E.D." after this. It was the very thing, so far, to be
proved, and it seems proved to demonstration.
Our reasons, which no doubt were Mr. M.ilner's also, for
making the crucifixion rather than the nativity or the baptism
of Christ to be the time of " Messiah the Prince " are these:
(1) It is said in Daniel, "And after threescore and two weeks
shall Messiah be cut off." But this would more naturally
mean "immediately after " than "three and a half years
after," or "thirty-three years after," or some indefinite time
after. (2) "Unto the Messiah the Prince" may well mean,
"unto the time of the Messiah manifesting Himself and oflering Himself to Israel as the Prince," which He did when, but
not before, He rode into Jerusalem-as it was predicted Zion's
King should come unto her-a few days before His crucifixion.
We confess we are also influenced by the fact that this juncture
occurs exactly at the end of the 483 years from the commission to Nehemiah, and so exactly suits the prophecy as its
fulfilment. Vi7hen a key fits the lock, it is sufficient proof
that it is the right key.
But let us notice now the arguments put forward by Mr.
Milner on behalf of the decree of Cyrus as the true terminus
a qiw of the seventy weeks:
(1) He quotes Calvin and Gregg in support of the exegesis
which makes the object of the word "restore "-in the words
"to restore and to build J ernsalem "-to be not " Jerusalem "
as expressed, but "thy people," as understood. But this is by
no means obvious, nor does it seem natural. It seems adopted
G
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to suit and support the theory of the first year of Cyrus as the
terrninus. " To restore and to build " seems far more naturally
explained by the marginal rendering of the A.V., "to build
aaain." So it is in the Vulgate, "ut iterum cedi/i,cetur."
h
•
:i\1:oreover
in
t l10 same verse, wh en we rea dtht".,,.
a it -1,,e.,
J erusale~-" shall be built again," the Hebrew idiom is, "it
shall return and be builded," which seems an exactly similar
idiom to that other, "to restore and to build Jerusalem."
Indeed Dr. Pusey's rendering of the two passages in Dan. i:x. 25
are "t~ restore and rebuild Jerusalem," and "street and wall
sh;ll be restored and builded." Pool, Auberlen, and Guinness
make " Jerusalem " the object to " restore " as well as to
"rebuild."
(2) Mr. Milner alludes to Isa. :xliv. 28 as if it predicted that
Cyrus was to say to Jerusalem, " Thou shalt be built." But
this is more than doubtful. 1Ul through the passage, vers.
24-28, it is the LoRD that is the subject of the verbs " that
maketh ;" " that stretcheth forth;" "that spreadeth abroad ;"
" that frustrateth . . . and maketh foolish;" " that confirmeth
. . . and performeth ;" "that saith of Jerusalem, she shall be
built;" "that saith to the deep ;" "that saith of Cyrus, He is
my shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure "-that alone is
said of Cyrus ; " even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built;
and to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid." In the
Septuagint this is clearly understood and set forth. Thus, in
vers. 26-28, we have, "o A.e<-ywv r17 Iepov(TaA17µ, •.. oAJ"fwV r17
a/3U(T(T(f ••• () AJrywv K.vpff ... () /\.E"fWV IepowaA~µ,." So
in the VulgateJ ver. 28, " Qui dico Cyro .. . . qui clico
Jerusalem." Bishop Lowth also takes the same view, " Who
sayeth to Cyrus ... who sayeth to Jerusalem," etc. It is
certainly not predicted of Cyrus in this passage that he should
say to Jerusalem, "Thou shalt be built."
(3) Mr. M.ilner quotes from Josephus a certain document as
the letter from Cyrus to Sisinnes and Sathrabuzanes, in which
the "rebuilding their city" is mentioned. We are not particularly interested. in discrediting this document; but it may
be well to draw attention to the fact that, as Prof. Whiston,
the editor, says in his note, "This leave to build. Jerusalem
and. this epi~tle
Cyrus to the same purpose are most unfortunately onntted. m all our copies, but this best and. completest
copy of J o~ephu~." ·Whiston goes on to take the same ground
as Mr. M1lner m reference to Isa. :xliv. 28, which we think
we have shown to be untenable.
(4) But ~r. Milner h_as another argument for the first year
of Cyrus! which he considers a "a fatal objection to the seventh
or twentieth of ~rtaxerxes." It is that, according to Nehemiah,
it was not the city, but merely the oute1' wall, or fortifications,
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thn,t they-the recipients of the decrees of Artaxerxes-" were
engagecl in rebuilding"; also, that Nehemiah mentions two or
more houses as already built while the wall was being built.
So that, "Beyond all question, when Artaxerxes gave these
orders the city was alreacly rebuilt, ancl it must have been
done in consequence of some previous edict i but there was no
previous edict except that of Cyrus." Now, in answer to this,
it occurs to us (1) that, notwithstanding those few houses that
are mentioned by Nehemiah-supposing they were built at
the time-he complains to Artaxerxes, in the twentieth year
of that king's. reign, that "the city, the place of my fathers'
sepulchres, lieth waste," and he asks and gets permission to go
to the city, that he "mciy builcl it." Strange that Mr. Milner
should say that "the city was already rebuilt" at the time.
(~) That Nehemiah tells us (chap. vii. 1, 4), "'When the wall
was built . . . the city was wide and large ; but the people'
were few therein, and the houses were not buildecl." 'Ne may
observe that Ezra, the recipient of the first decree of Artaxerxes,
makes mention of no building as the result of that dectee but
that of the temple. It is only in N ehemi.ah that the "houses'
alluded to by nilr. Milner are mentioned. It is not inconceivable, however, that the builders of the temple may have
lived in houses of some sort while that work was going on,
even before any permission had been given by Artaxerxes to
build the city; and even though Nehemiah could say some
thirteen years after, "the houses were not bnildecl."
But it seems to us that the terminus a qua is absolutely
fixed, at any rate for Mr. Milner, as the twentieth year of
Artaxerxes, in this way. He has taken-and rightly takenthe crucifixion as the time of "Messiah the Prince." Let
him-as we suppose he will, and as we think he oughtaccept, with Mr. Guinness, A.D. 29 of the ordinary chronology
as the elate of the crucifixion. Let him then reckon back
from that elate the number of years till then as given by the
angel to the prophet, viz., 483 (not 490). This will bring him
exactly to the year B.C. 444, or the twentieth year of Artaxerxes,
which accordingly must be the termin-U,s a qua of the seventy
weeks.
But we have not yet really reached the terminus· acl quem
of the seventy weeks. ,Ve have been occupied so far with
the terrninus acl qiiem of the sixty-nine weeks. vVhat about
the seventieth week 7 We have seen how Mr. Elliott merges
it in " the seventy weeks 'until Messiah the Prince,' " gettin&'
himself into confessed and hopeless difficulty thereby ; ·and
how :M:r. Guinness does the same, making it and the seventy
weeks end in the year A.D. 34, five years after the cutting oft
of the Messiah or the crucifixion of Christ. According to the
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prophecy in Daniel it wou~d appear, ~s we have seen, t1:at the
sixty-nine weeks run then· course nght up to the cuttmg off
of the Messiah. The seventieth week thus occurs after, not
any part of it before, the crucifixion. Now seven years-or
for that matter Mr. Guinness' five years-after the crucifixion
bring us to nothing that can in any way be alluded to as
taking place a~ the end of the.seventy weeks. But is. not ~he
missing seventieth week sufficiently accounted for by identifying it with the " on: .week_" of, Dan. ~x.
This, we may
remark, is a week clivided m the midst, so that we can
hardly help identi~yin~ t~e latte1:. ha~f of__it with the "~.ime,
times and half a time of Dan. vu. 2b ; xu. 7, and Rev. xu. 14,
the t~elve hundred and sixty days of Rev. :xi. 3 and :xii. 6, the
forty and two months of Rev. xiii. 5, and, let us add, the
"shortened" time of the great tribulation of Matt. :xxiv. 22.
At the end of the "seventy seven times" (Pusey) which close
with this terrible half week, will that be fulfilled, we doubt
not, which is meant by the words of Dan. ix. 25-we give them
in Dr. Pusey's rendering-" to close the transgression, ancl to
seal up sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity (or to
forgive iniquity), to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to
seal up vision and prophecy, and to anoint a Holy of Holies."
As to what is meant by all this, we will only say that the
seventy weeks in which it was to be fulfilled were "decreed
upon Daniel's people and upon his holy city," and that it
seems to point unmistakably to the time when Jerusalem's
"iniquity is pardonecl" (Isa. xl. 2), when" her people shall be
all righteous, and they shall inherit the land for ever " (Isa.
lx:. 21), when "the Lord shall be her everlasting light and her
God her glory," when "the days of her mourning shall be
ended" (vers. 19, 20).
It mtty be objected by some that we have no right thus to
breal~ off this seventieth week from the rest of the seventy.
But 1t seems to us that it is unmistakably broken off for us.
And, besides, how natural that the seventy weeks should be
1r?ken off on the r~jection and crucifixion of Messiah the
Prmce, and ~houl~ b~ taken up again when guilty Jerusalem
and her Chrrnt-r~1ectmg people come again into remembrance
before God. ·where else after the crucifixion does that
seventieth week come in ? Is it possible to doubt the identity
of tl?-e latter half of ~hat _week with the prophetic period for the
c~osmg scenes of this dispensation-the twelve hundred and
sI.Xty days, the forty and two months, the time, times, and a
half (or three and a half years)? We may remark that it
seems to be not the only instance on record of the continuity
of a prophetic period bein~ thus broken up. At least Mr.
Elliott (Hor . .A.poc., vol. iir., p. 227 n., 3rd ed.) quotes with
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approval Arch bishop N ewcomb's account of the forty last
years of J udah's iniquity as including fifteen and a half years
of Manasseh's reign, two of Amon's, eleven of J ehoiakim's,
three months of J ehoiachin's, and eleven years of Zedekiah's.
This leaves out J osiah's reign of thirty years and J ehoahaz's
reign of three months between Amon's and J ehoiakim's, gross
idolatry not having prevailed in those two reigns.
But the breaking off of the last week of the ·seventy and
reserving it for the end of the disp!:)nsation is no new thing
in prophetic interpretation. It is at least as old as Hippolytus,
the martyr Bishop of Portus, A.D. 210. He says : "By one
week, therefore, he (Daniel) meant the last week which is to
be at the end of the whole world (or age); of which week the
two prophets Enoch and Elias will take up the half. For
they will preach twelve hundred and sixty days clothed in
sackcloth, proclaiming repentance to the people and to all the
nations.'' 1 .Again, still more clearly, "when the threescore
and two weeks are fulfilled, and Christ is come, and the Gospel
is preached in every place, the times being then accomplished,
there will remain only one week, the last, in which Ehas will
appear, and Enoch, and in the midst of it the abomination of
desolation will be manifested, viz., Antichrist announcing
desolation to the world." 2 Mr. Milner says of the prophecy
of the seventy weeks of Daniel that it is "known to have been
fulfi.lled." We are constrained to differ with him. The
prophecy of the sixty-nine weeks has been fulfilled, but not
that of the seventy, except in part; nor that of the seventieth,
It will bring us through what remains of this present age to
the beginning of the better age to come; through what
remains of the night which is far spent, aye, through its
darkest and most trying hours, to the dawn of the everlasting
day which is at hand-to the Sun of righteousness arising on
the world with much-needed healing in His wings, to be
indeed, as never before, "a light to lighten the Gentiles and the
glory of His people Israel."
I
w. T. HOBSON.
1 Treatise on "Christ and Antichrist," eh. xliii. (see also eh. lxiv.)
(Clark's Anti-Nicene Library), p. 25.
2 Fragment on Daniel-" Secundum Septuaginta," eh. xxii., p. 454,
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A. selection from papers read to the Wordsworth
Society. Edited by Prof. W. KNIGHT. 1889.

Wordswo1·tliiana.

OWARD the close of the Jast centmy poetry was at a very

T low ebb. The school of Pope, so long in the ascendant,
had completely triumphed over the simpler and more natural
styles of verse. It is true that Burns and Cowper were far
otherwise--that their best work recalled the brighter movement the childlike joy in nature-that are the distinctive
featu{·es of the great Elizabethan revival. But they were,
more or less, isolated from the great mass of their contemporaries, who still clung fondly to the affectations and conceits
of that school where Pope was an acknowledged master.
Nay, further, though their work was an indirect challenge to
the eighteenth-century versifiers, the position they took up
was neither direct. enough nor decided enough to effect any
conspicuous change of fron1; among the serried ranks of their
opponents. To the great and splendid task-to that sacred
duty (if one may call it so) of bringing poetry back to the
truths that nature teaches, was " consecrated " the lifework of
one man-William vV ordsworth.
.Anyone who will take the trouble to peruse that little
volume of 1798 entitled "Lyrical Ballads,"1 can hardly fail to
observe, if he bas any fairly extensive acquaintance with the
model poets in which the eighteenth century delighted, that
the verse contained within the covers of that book was something wholly different from the soulless metrical stuff then in
vogue. re Lyrical Ballads•" might be baa, wrong as to choice
of material, false in its art, but it was certainly different from
any contemporaneous work. It needed to be judged from a
new standpoint. The book was violently enough handled,
and only a few of the more discerning spirits of the age
detected that a great poet had indeed arisen. There were
the beautifl~l lines on " Early Spring," the simple spontaneity
and ht~mamty of re v\Te are Seven," besides other pieces which
have smce become the lJermanent treasures of English song.
In all these P?ems there was a grave exultation, an elemental
strength,_ which, despite all defects of execution, forcibly
commumcated themselves to thinking readers; there was a
"spontane?us_ oyerft~w '' of powerful feeling, indicatiye of a
sympathetic rns1ght mto, ancl knowledo-e of human life in all
its:.varied and intricate conditions of' exi~tence. The poet
himself, some years later, in a valuable prose preface to the
1
A. facsimile edition of this famous volume has recently appearednearly one hundred years after its :first publication.
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reprint of " Lyrical Ballads," endeavoured to describe the
object which he had in view in the composition. of these
pieces, in the following remarkable words : " What I proposed
to myself was to choose incidents and situations from common
life, and to relate or describe them throughout, as far as was
possible, in a selection of language really used by men: and,
at the same time, to throw over them a certain colouring of
the imagination, whereby ordinary things should be presented
to the mind in an unusual way ; and, further and above all,
to make these incidents and situations interesting by tracing
in them, truly, though not ostentatiously, the primary laws
of our nature; chiefly, as far as regards the manner in which
we associate ideas in a state of excitement." -V,,Tordsworth was
convinced in his own mind that the simple sorrows and joys
of the humble dalesman are, if we will but really and honestly
face the matter, quite as suitable material for the poet to
exercise his most serious art upon as the "majestic pains" of
a "Dion" or a "Laodamia." And, up to a point, 1Vordsworth
,yas right. 1 Feelings that are the common heritage of the
race-those great elernenta?'Y passions of the human heart
which manifest themselves, irrespective of the accidents of
social condition or of birth, equally in the patrician and the
peasant-these were what appealed to the loftier moods of
Wordsworth's genius, and these were what he endeavoured,
in the light of a noble imaginative faculty, to bring within
the sphere of the poet's creative skill. And, such being his
purpose, his effort was to depict those elemental feelings of
humanity in words suited thereto; and for this he resolutely
disclaimed the " gaudiness and inane phraseology" which
passed under the sounding title of poetic diction, and chose
rather a language used by men in everyday life. But, as
Coleridge once observed, 'Wordsworth strangely overrated
the poetic possibilities of everyday speech. In his laudable
desire to set clown nothing but what he felt to be true, he too
often became utterly commonplace; and his verse assumed
in such cases a dowdiness and prosy staleness that are wholly
incompatible with poetry. To use the late J. Russell Lowell's 2
apt expression : "Wordsworth never quite learned tli.e distinction between fact, which suffocates the muse, and truth, which
is the very breath of her nostrils." This lack of discernment,
1 Cf. Dean Church's criticism ("Essay on Wordsworth," reprinted in
his II Collected Works," vol. ii., p. 218) : "Wordsworth was right in protesting against the doctrine that a thing is not poetical because it is not
expressed in a certain conventional mintage ; he was wrong in denying
that there is a mintage of words fit for poetry and unsuited to ordinary
prose."
2 "Essays on the English Poets," article II Wordsworth."
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combined with a strange want of humour, caused V{ ordsworth to present to his readers such poems as "Simon Lee"
and the "Blind Highland Boy," both of which-and they are
r~presentative of_ this clas~ of uninspir_ed episodes-are tedious
by reason of t1?-eir ove1:-mmute attent10n _to ne~dless and contemptible detail, and distasteful from theu ludicrous commonplace. I Word~worth was cert~inly _a. p~rplexing mixture.
tlide by side with some parochial tnviality, we shall come
across such lines as those on "Tintern Abbey," of which we
may safely affirm that no more inspired piece of writing had
been seen since the ink was wet upon the paper whereon
were traced the thoughts of Milton himself. The sustained
power of imagination, the noble dignity of thought and expression, the perfect ease and translucent strength of the
nervous sinewy lines, combine to make that immortal poem,
not merely the gem of the collection known as "Lyrical
Ballads," but the finest piece in the whole body of Wordsworth's poetry. Only the "Great Ode" and the lines on
"Duty" come anywhere near it.
Perhaps it may seem an exaggeration to say that, of all
:poets, Wordsworth is the most difficult to make a selection
from. But the reader, who keeps his attention on the watch,
and is careful to note the tum here and the touch there of
the poet's clear " outlining of visible imagery," will not fail to
understand what is signified. One is afraid, as Mr. Pater
justly remarks, to miss even the most unpromising contribution, "lest some precious morsel should be lying within-the
faw perfect lines, the phrase, the single word, perhaps, to
which he often works up mechanically through a poem,
almost the whole of which may be tame enough." Take a
well-known poem, " The Thorn," which is not a very promising production-not one where the imaginative light plays
often or much-and yet what a subtle suggestiveness is there
in the two brief lines :
.And she is known to every star,
.And every wind that blows.

This is_ what one is constantly finding in Wordsworth : the
secret vem of pm-est gold embedded in a heap of quartz; the
1
Speaking of the "little muddy pond " in his poem of "The Thorn "
'
he cannot avoid writing such doggerel as'
"I've measured it from side to side
'Tis three feet long and two feet ~ide."
.And this is no u1:us:1al instance, as many of his verses will amply show.
The odd part of 1t 1s that, Wf!en s1;1-ch examples were pointed out to him,
he ne!'er could see the fault~ness m them. " They ought to be liked !"
was his remark to Crabb Robmson, who confessed that there were passao-es
0
which he dared not read aloud in company.
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touch of the imagination, setting everything agleam, halfconcealed in the prosaic numbers of the understanding. Or
again, what delicacy, insight, and rare felicity of diction are
combined in that single stanza from " Yarrow Visited" :
But thou, that didst appear so fair
To fond imagination,
Dost rival in the light of day
Her delicate creation;

a stanza which Charles Lamb-no mean critic-pronounced to
be inferior to none in the whole wide world of poetry for its
simple loveliness. It should be noticed that the real character
of Wordsworth's best work, at its highest level, comes out
rather in the shorter poems than in long and sustained efforts,
like the " Prelude " or the " Excursion." It was by the
shorter lyrics and ballads (nearly every one of which was
composed during the period beginning with "Lyrical Ballads,"
in 1798, and terminating with the two-volumed collection of
cc Poems" in 1807) that the revolution in English poetry was
inaugurated-a revolution for which we have, be it remembered, to be profoundly grateful to this day. In the best of
the shorter lyrics, such as the cc Solitary Reaper " or the
" Fountain," V,,T ordsworth comes before us as the poet of
nature, the portrayer of elemental passions in lowly hearts,
the sympathetic friend and companion of humanity in its
simple, unadorned, everyday guise ; in the cc Prelude" and in
the "Excursion" he appears rather as the philosophic thinker
and high-priest of nature. Yet it was through nature that he
approached the spectacle of human life; it was in the hour of
deep meditation upon the mystery of the universe about him
that the voice of travailing humanity broke in upon his
heart. He has told us this in immortal lines, and ·he has
given· us the reason:
I have learned
To look on Nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimes
The still sad music of humanityN or harsh, nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue.

To use1 :Thfr. Pater's words, cc these (natural) influences
tended to the dignity of human nature, because they tended
to tranquillize it. By raising nature to the level of human
thought he gives it power and expression ; he subdues man to
the level of nature, and g-ives him thereby a certain breadth,
and coolness, and solemmty."
1 I quote from his luminous essay on vVordsworth in ".A.ppreciations" (1889), where will be found some of the most thoughtful criticism
that has yet appeared on the poet.
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In the year .1807 W 01:dsworth gave to the W?rld a fresh
collection of his poems, m two volumes ; and with that the
first great l?eriod of h~s literary acti".'ity definitely ~l?sed. An~,
thouo-h it IS a sad mistake to lay 1t down too rigidly that m
the decade which began with 1798 and ended in 1807 all
Wordsworth's best work was produced (for how, then, are we
to account for "Dion " and "Laodamia," to say nothing of
many other pieces 1), yet we may with truth allow that during
that period were co~posecl those poems which have had the
most serious and lastmg effect on all subsequent poetry-those
poems which are most clearly distinctive of vVordsworth,
which first sounded the challenge to the scribblers of the last
century, which were the most effective protest against their·
hollow artificiality and poverty of thought. The spirit of
Homer, free and beautiful, had come back, and the Olauclians
were routed. Now it is just this that constitutes Wordsworth's
chief claim upon our gratitude : he brought poetry back to
Nature. Long divorced from Nature, and the truths which
she inculcates and on every side proclaims, poetry had
languished more and more, till only the form remained. The
a-rate was there and the bars, but whoso looked within to find
fire, discovered nothing save ashes. 1 Wordsworth, not fancifully
careful for the form, sought rather that something without
which the form is an empty abstraction; he sought Truth,
the real content of poetry, for this end threading the mazes of
life in all its classes and under all circumstances, common as
well as romantic, seeing in all things matter for inference and
instruction. 2
.
•
In later years Wordsworth's style had a tendency ahnost to
revert ~o a less direct and natural mode of expression, as a
comparison of the three "Yarrows " will show. There was a
simplicity ahnost amounting to barrenness in his early work,
a bleakness well-nigh painful at times ; none the less, it
achieved its appointed encl. Moreover, Wordsworth, however
bleak, ha? always something to say, something definite and
clear, which he wished to impart to his readers-a virtue, by
~he way, as admirable as it is rare. Then, again, at his best he
is so earnes~, so simple, so childlike in the way in which he
loo~s, and _bid~ us look, at things. There is, withal, a subtle
delicacy of mstmct, which enables him in his exalted moments
to set the right word in the right place, to fit the description
1
.A. similar state of things prevailed amona the Italian humanists of
the :fifteenth century.. With them, too, correct;ess of diction and elegance
of form were everytbmg, while matter went for little or nothing. Compare Beard's''. Hibbe~t Lectures" (1883), cap. ii., lJ, 39.
2
See the mterestmg preface (dated 1834) to Sir Henry Taylor's
"Philip van .A.l'tevelde."
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Take,

0 blithe new-comer, I have heal'd,
I hear thee, and rejoice;
0 cuckoo, shall I call thee bird,
Or but a wandering voice?

These lines are usefnl as a typical instance of Wordsworth's extraordinary power of transmuting some seemingly trivial incident into a suqject for meditative joy and the substance of
1)leasurable recollection. And then there is the imaginative
element, which is one of Wordsworth's highest qualities :
I hear thee babbling to the vale
Of sunshine and of flowers ;
And unto me thou bring'st a tale
Of visionary hours.
Thrice welcome, darling of the spring I
Ev'n yet thou art to me
No bird, but an invisible thingA voice, a mystery.

Nor is this haunting mystery, this sense of the supernatural,
wherewith Nature fills the meditative heart, the only blessings
she has to bestow. Above all is the " deep power of joy," that
upholds us and cherishes us, and this is something which does
not 1)ass away with the object which has given rise to the
emotion ; rather the picture remains for ever imprinted on
the mind, presenting itself to
That inner eye
Which is the bliss of solitude,

Matthew Arnold, who has done so much to interpret the true
Wordsworth to our day and generation, speaks 1 of his power
of hope and happiness, his "deep power of joy," as what is
perhaps Wordsworth's most distinctive virtue of all. .And,
be it noted, this note is sounded, not in one or two poems,
but is distinctive of all Wordsworth's best work Mention
has been made of the bleakness of much of that work, but,
after all, is it not the bleakness of a fresh wind, healthy and
invigorating, that seems to come piping over cool hills 1
This "power of joy" which Wordsworth teaches. us; this
power to transfuse a tranquil happiness into the lives and
hearts of his fellows, is the outcome-not of momentary
passion-but of a soul truly in harmony with the mind that
"rolls through all things." Even in the sweetest poets there
is a vague feeling of unrest, the sadness-so plaintive yet so
eloquent in its dim world-weariness-of unsatisfied longings,
1

In his address as President of the Wordsworth Society, 1883.
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of unsatisfied endeavour. It was Wordsworth's brave desire
to overcome this, not by making the weary heart wearier, and
the tortured soul more miserable still, by "high debate " on
this or that insoluble problem, wherein we
Find no end, in wandering mazes lost,

but by the simple process of bringing us back again to the
eternal, elemental truths and sanctities of Nature. And by
interpreting Nature to us, he helped to interpret the workings
of our own minds. He comes to regard Nature as a single life,
capable of exercising a deep influence on himself, and with an
open heart, and observant eye, and sympathetic love, he
listens to what she has to teach. Nature will not solve the
great riddle, the mystery of being; but her influences may
help to soothe and pacify the hearts and tranquillize the lives
of men.
He had felt the power
Of Nature, and already was J)repared,
By his intense convictions, to receive
Dee1)ly the lesson deep of love which he
Whom Nature, by whatever means, has taught
To feel intensely, cannot but receive.

Employ yourself, he would seem to reiterate, in appreciative
study of what is not too high nor deep for human thought;
be busy to see the "beauteous forms of thing·s," and suffer the
glad light of the universe to shed its beneticent beams upon
your mind and soul.
Come forth into the light of things,
Let Nature be your teacher ;
She has a world of ready wealth,
Our minds and hearts to blessSpontaneous wisdom breathed by health,
Truth breathed by cheerfulness.

It is this animism of Wordsworth (if it may be permitted
thus to adopt what is a favourite word, nowadays, among our
anthropologists) which causes him to regard Nature, not merely
as a deep power of joy both to the external vision and also to
the inner reflective mind, but as productive of a moral power
for go_od. The well-known lines on Tintern Abbey express his
meanmg fully, where, after speak.in()' of the "tranquil restoration''. effected by reflective conte:plation upon the visible
workmgs of the natural world, he goes on to say:
Not less, I trust,
To them I may have owed another gift,
Of aspect more divine ; that blessecl moocl
In which the burden of the mystery'
In which the heavy ancl the weary weight
Of all this i,nintelligible worlcl
Is lig htenecl;
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while it is the happiest result of this that, at length,
With an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things.

One can hardly marvel, when one reads those noble lines,
that Matthew Arnold, himself a true poet of much exquisite
sensibility, should have recommended a study of Wordsworth
to those O})pressed with the gloom and moroseness engendered
by latter-day 1 pessimism. Not that the nature-cure, as it has
been called, always is effectual in everyone; but the tranquillizing influences of natural objects, calling forth and strengthening (as they do) the imagination, is of the utmost value
often.times in restoring the mental balance; for, if the heart
and eye be truly open to the genial influences of nature,2 every
revelation of beauty, of love, and of joy, may be treasured up
in the memory, to prove an abiding solace in hours of weariness, and an ever-recurring delight in after-years. ·rn the
simplest and commonest things then, whether they be the
innocent loveliness of the earth flowers, or the solemn
grandeur of the hills, or the mystic light of the sunset,
Wordsworth finds lessons of endurance and comfort by the
way, and with unfailing felicity of language he has told
us so:
To me the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

"The true office," says Dr. Jowett, 3 "of a poet is not merely
to give amusement, or to be the expression of the feelings of
mankind, good or bad, or even to increase om knowledge of
human natme. There have been poets in modern times, such
as Goethe and Wordsworth, who have not forgotten their high
1 The horrible blankness of this despair seems to be gaining ground
everywhere, among clilettanti, men of science, politicians and the rest .
.A.nd nobody seems to see the reason, though it is not far to seek. "Truly,
we are on the brink of the most fearful crisis in the whole world's history.
Knowledge is to be all in all." These are the deliberate words of the
greatest metaphysician of the age, Dr. J. H. Stirling (notes to the transltition of Schwegler's "History of Philosophy," p. 474). The same thinker
exclaims elsewhere: "We have had enough of this at the hands of the
creneral .A.ufklarung ; we would not protract the agony. What is wanted
;_ow is something quite else-an end to the misery: a renewal of faith."
(" Secret of Hegel," vol. ii., p. 592).
2 Compare the passage in the "Excursion" (Book TV.):
Then trust yourself abroad etc.,
Whei·e living things, and things faanimate,
Do spealc, at Heaven's commancl, to mJe and ear:
Ancl speak to social 1•eason's inner sense
lVith inai·ticulate language.
3 Introduction to Plato, "Gorgias.''
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vocation of teachers; and the two greatest of the Greek
dramatists owe their sublimity to their ethical character. The
noblest truths, sung of in the purest and sweetest language,
are still the proper material of poetry.... The 1)oet's mission
is not to disguise men from themselves, but to reveal to them
their own nature, and make them better acquainted with the
world around them." .These principles it is important to
understand, if we would adequately comprehend the meaning
of Wordsworth's life-work in its fullest ex.tent. For, just as it
is true that he found in Nature a sublime teacher of truths,
and a source of peace and joy to the simple heart, so also he
bids us remember that, 'transcending all this, there must stand
forth, as the highest o-oal of our best resolves and ambitions,
the grand concept of duty, enforced with absolute certainty
on every rational being.1 None, perhaps, of our generation
has more clearly l)erceived the binding necessity of duty than
Wordsworth himself. Uncompromising, with its stern and
unfaltering "Thou must, for thou oughtest," duty will surely
remain one of the few elemental certainties underlying our
entiJ.'e nature, which no rude force can shake, nor a false
science make to falter. Our poet has not forgotten to give a
prominent place among his poems to the well-known ode on
"Duty," which, with "Tintern" and the "Great Ode," together
form the high-water mark of his genius. There it stands1mre, stern, unyielding as the viJ:tue herself, " daughter of the
voice of God." Though Wordsworth invested Nature with a
deeply spiritual significance, his poetry was throughout
strongly tinged, nay, rather deep-dyed, in mighty convictions
of truth as truth, eternal and divine, and therefore of God
Himself. This is continually coming out in his delineation of
natural surroundings, for instance, m which bis truthfulness
of presentation is remarkable. Even in his :fieriest moods of
irq.aginative insight, when his inspiration and. spiritual passion
were at their height, he never allowed himself to relax: his
genuine hold of truth ; the feelings that prompted utterance
he would faithfully record, reading them from the clear imao-e
of ):iis own mind._ Nor is his interpretation of nature chara~- ·
tenzed by anythmg more elaborately convincinothan by his
O
view of the gr~at ". pr~mal du ties," clearly seeing and evolving
the beauty which lies mall that is truly natural in human life. 2
1 I.e., what K3;nt calls the "imperative of morality." See his "Metaphysic of Morah~y," p. 264, st?q,_(works, ed. Hartenstein). But duty
must never remam a concept; 1t 1s necessary that it should be realized
in every department of human action. Dr. J. H. Stirling has some
thoughtful remarks on the subject(" Php.osophy of Law," Lecture II.,
pp. 18-28).
2 See a short but interestiug .paper by the Dean of Salisbury on
"Wordsworth's Position as an Ethical Teacher," printed in "Words
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This being his attitude towards ethical questions, we may
now briefly inquire what constituted tbe poet's conception of
the religious ideal. I would gladly state my conviction that
Wordsworth was no pantheist, in the ordinary acceptation of
the term. Pantheism is naturally to be understood iu the
Spinozistic sense-that all God is nature, and all nature God,
with all that this involves ; but, surely ·wordsworth would
have been the first to repudiate such a _creed. Of the pantheism, too, ascribed to some passages he must have been
unconscious; his creed being, as Mr. Gostwick1 observes, that
commonly accepted in the Anglican Church. If, however, by
pantheism we signify that God, as
Wisdom ancl Spirit of the Universe,

is everywhere existent in His creations, great and small, yet
at the same time transcending their mere material natures,
then ·wordsworth was a pantheist. But in that case are we
making a legitimate use of the word? No doubt Wordsworth
intuitively believed in the real imrnanenae of God in the world,
but allowed a certain mysti9ism to colour his belief, which
gave rise to the notion of his possessing Pantheistic views.
His mysticism mainly consisted in a vague theory of a certain
sympathy existing between the material world and the human
soul. What 1Vordsworth held merely as a vague theory was
made the subject of a careful and serious inquiry by Heinrich
Steffens, the Norwegian mystic. In the discourse of the
Wanderer in the "Excursion" (Bk. IX.), at the very opening
words, we find, it is true, such words as these :
To every form of being is assigned
.A.n active principle ; howe'er removed
Fmm sense and observation, it subsists
In all things ;

but one should note that Wordsworth actually italicizes the
word active, as if to guard against a Spinozistic interpretation
being put on his declaration. The ground-plan of Spinoza's
system was that of a passive principle, which is merely
another term for the modern Force; to Spinoza God is as a
vast and slumbering whole, whose infinite surface is fretted
into infinite shapes, which are the outward bodies that reflect
themselves into the inward ideas. Wordsworth's conception
was something other than this :
Eternal Spirit! universal God!
Power inaccessible to human thought
wortbiana," pp. 157-161. Dean Boyle sa.ys justly: ".A.gain and again
throughont Wordsworth's poetry the outward pictnre is nothing to the
poet unless it be connected with the freedom of duty, the hope of immortality, where he finds the· 'diviner air' in which man is destined to
expatiate."
1 In his work "German Culture and Christianity'' (1882).
VOL. VI.-NEW SERIES, NO. XXXVIII.
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Save by degrees and steps which Thou hast deigned
To furnish ; for this image of Thyself,
To the infirmity of mortal sense
Vouchsafed; this local, transitory type
Of Thy paternal splendours, and the pomp
Of those who fill '.rhy courts in highest heaven,
The radiant cherubim ; accept the thanks
1:Vhich we, Thy humble creatures here convened,
Presume to offer; we, who from the breast
Of the frail earth, permitted to behold
The faint reflections only of Thy face,
A.re yet exalted and in.soul adore.
"Excursion,'' Book IX.

Wordsworth's Goel was the E>cos-1 of Aristotle; no mere
" everlastingness of successive thoughts in time ; no mere
perpetual series of relations ; not the mere order of perceptions of thoughts ever going on; but ' the eternity of
thou$'ht '-the ground, the substratum, the very permanent
of all thinking." 2 The single energy (or what you please to
call it) manifesting itself in all conceivable modes and every
thinkable attribute, but always conscious of its own oneness
of aim, and perfect self-identity, and therefore, in the highest
sense personal-that was the conception which Wordsworth
formed of God. The secret (I think) of ,Vordsworth's inspiration is to be found in the fact that thought, with him,
was pre-eminent; thought in its widest scope, manifested in
the realm of nature and the mind of man, controlling action,
strengthening the imagination, directing the affections, and
ennobling and purif31ing life.
For though in whispers speaking, the full heart
Will find a vent ; and thought is praise to Him,
Audible vent to Thee, omniscient Mind,
From whom all gifts descend, all praises flow!
"Excursion," Book IX.

"All things," says Dr. Stirling, "are for Aristotle directed
to an e;11d-an end which is good, an end and a good which
are ultimate-God. There is but one life, one inspirino- principle, one specular example in the whole. All is fo~ God,
an~ fr?m God, f;nd to God. He is the all-comprehending
umty, m whose mfinite I AM: all things rest; but He is the
JvJp,ycta, the actuality that realizes them all from the least to
the greatest." And not alone for Aristotle but for Wordsworth also. For him, too, God is somethi~a- other than a
mere potentiality; He alone is, too, the single existent and
1 Compare, for a maRterly dissertation on the 0c6i: of Aristotle Dr. J.
H. Stirling's eighth Gifford Lecture, as published in his "Philosophy and
Theology" ( 1890).
2 _ This passage
quoted from Prof. V~itch's. most searching paper
entitled "The Theism of Wordsworth," reprmted m "Wordsworthiana."
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truly self-conscious actuality; for hi.m, too, there is that
sublime
Faith in life endless, the sustaining thought
0£ human being, Eternity and God.

Finally, vVordsworth firmly believed in the essentially
divine nature of the human soul, and did not hesitate to
insist upon the full logical issue of his premiss. Not only
are our souls journeying to heaven, which is our home; but,
further, this very journeying is but the return of the soul
To that imperial palace whence it came.

This idea, wrought out ·with superb majesty of diction and
the most splendid imaginative insight, has frequently been
compared with the Myth in Plato's Republic. But we must
be careful to distinguish the difference between Plato's and
·wordsworth's conceptions. To use Mr. Archer-Hincl's1 words:
"According to W orclsworth, we are born with the ante-natal
radiance clinging about us, and spend our lives in losing it;
according to Ph,to, we lose the vision at birth, and spend our
lives in trying to find it." This we can readily see by looking
for a moment at 'N orclsworth's lines :
In trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, ,,ho is our home.

But the Earth, the kindly mother of our corporeal selves, does
all she can to make the child forget
. The glories he bath known.

Heaven lies about us in our infancy, ancl it is the increasing
yea.rs that make the vision fade, still fade, through boyhood
~md ever on through youth .
.A.t length the man perceives it die away,
.A.nd fade into the light of common day.

And yet not altogether. Still something rema.ins of all the
gone glory, which the years may not utterly take away. There
still lives on something to remind us of the sweet fugitiveness
of the dream. And this is the thought which to the }Joet's
heart brings "perpetual benediction." ·we aa,nnot quite put
off from us the light and the radiance, even as Moses could
not at once put away the troubled glory from his face, when he
came clown from. t;he crags of Sinai, after that mysterious communion with his Creator.
Although the poet of nature in a special sense, V,,T orclsworth
was even more the poet of humanity. His theme, as he
himself confesses, was "no other than the very heart of man."
The love of nature led him, in his later years especially, to
the love of man. If, in his study of natural objects, he has
.1
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found lessons to be learned from even the meanest-if, in the
simplest of the flowers _that grow, s~emingly unnoticed and
uncared for, by the wayside, may be discovered
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears;

what shall he say of that strange and pathetic spectacleconscious man amid an unconscious environment? Surely
here, if anywhere, are elements l)urifying feeling and thought,
.A.nd sanctifying by such discipline
Both pain and fear-until we recognise
.A. grandeur in the beating of the heart.

·

The grand opening passage of the "Recluse" forbids us to
entertam the idea that the poet was a mere nature-worshipper.
His design embraced both man, nature, and human life; and
we see how man came first, after all. He spent his life in
meditating on these things, finding material in the humblest
places and among the lowliest of his kind. What perfect
truthfulness to nature do we see in him ! what a noble
imagination in his best work! what piercing sympathy with
man as man, united with what penetrative pathos! What
"deep power of joy" is his! how inviolate his sense of the
blessed consolation offered us in simple duties and affections!
·with what austere purity his voice proclaims in accents, inspiration-touched:
How exquisitely the individual mind
. . . . . . to the external world
Is fitted ; and how exquisitely, too,
The external world is fitted to the mind !

"Contemplation-im1:assioned contemplation-that is with
W or~sworth the end-m-itself, the perfect end." Such is the
verdict of Mr. Pater; but it is only half-true. Impassioned
co:itemplation, it is true, was an end; but only so that there
m1ght ~nsu~ the pe_ace of e~evated thought, itself destined to
be realized m carrymg out, m everyday life the "law supreme
of that Intelligence that governs all." · '
~nd behin~ all agitation and search, all the restless unsat~sfied yearmng, stands forth, transfigured, that great truth,
whrnh seems to sum up into itself all the rest:
L;f~, I repeat, is energy of loveD1vm~ or huma_n; exercised in pain,
In strife and tnbulation ; and ordained,
If so approved and sanctified to pass
Through shades and silent r;st, to endless joy.
EDWARD HENRY BLAKENEY.

Ho, N.
October, 1891.
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.A.RT. IV.-CHEYNE'S "ORIGIN OF THE PSA.LTER."1
ROFESSOR CHEYNE has added a new feature to the
annual volume of Bampton Lectures by prefacing the
P
lectures with an autobiography of himself. ,Ve do not quarrel
with him for this innovation, for a man who l)ublishes theories
so contradictory to any opinions that have ever before been
ventilated by a Bampton Lecturer in St. Mary's pulpit may
well think himself called upon to explain to his readers who
he is, and to show that he has a claim to be heard. If he can
thereby prove himself to be at once capable and trustworthy,
he will have gone far to conciliate the respect and goodwill
even of those who are still obliged to differ from his conclusions.
Dr. Cheyne tells us that "he springs from an Evangelical
stock" (p. xxvii.) ; that he became a disciple and sat at the
feet of Ewald, but passed from his school in 1870 to that of
Kuenen, and became as devoted to his new leader as he had
been to his first teacher. He rests bis claim for a hearing not
only upon his being the" prophet" or interpreter of Kuenenism
to English readers, but also on having advanced beyond
Kuenen as an original thinker and critic on the lines laid
down by his German master. So far, our sympathies for or
against Dr. Cheyne will depend on the degree in which we
sympathize with or are 1'6pelled by Kuenenism, which stands
as a symbol of that system of Continental theological criticism
which resolves the Bible into a number of discontinuous ancl
often contradictory fragments whose authority, if any, is to be
determined by the schola criticorurn of the nineteenth and
subsequent centuries. The English writers of the last generation of whom Dr. Cheyne speaks with approbation are J3ishop
Colenso, who wrote " a thankworthy book on the Pentateuch,"
the results of which Dr. Cheyne prophesied in 1871 "would be
confirmed by an increasing number of critics"; and M:r. H. B.
Wilson, of St. John's College, Oxford, whose name is well
known as a writer in the once notorious Essays ancl Reviews.
These names give some indication of the position taken up by
Dr. Cheyne.
·
There is more to be learned from the Introduction. In 1870
Dr. Cheyne published a volume called" Isaiah Chronologically
Arranged," containing "incisive statements" (p. xiii.), such as
1 "The Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter in the Light of
Old Testament Criticism and the History of Religions," with an Inti:oduction and .A.ppendix. By TIIOj\IAS KELLY CuEYNE, :M: ..A.., D.D., Onel
Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture, Canon of Rochester.
London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and Co,, 1891. Pp. 517.
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that the J3ook of Isaiah was Wl'itten by a numbel' of authol'S)
five at least of whom lived in Babylon) and that the Servant
of the Lol'd in Isa. lii. and liii. "personified a purely poetical
fiaure" and "was a glorification of the prophetic office." · In
1880 he wrote another work on the "Prophecies of Isaiah," in
which the authorship of the prophecies was restored to Isaiah,
and the Servant of the Lord again became the Messiah; and
other changes of like character were made, leading people to
think that Dr. Cheyne had sown his critical wild oats and was
becoming a sober theologian. F1·om the reputation thus earned
Dr. Cheyne derived much benefit, gaining admission for his
Scriptural notes and comments in places where they would
else have been excluded, and prqbably owing to it his Professorship, to which he was elected in 1885. Now we learn
that he never really underwent any change of sentiment;
but the years between 18'70 and 1880 were "bitter years,"
when "the Church and the University would none of those
things which criticism [supposed that it] had discovered."
Dl'. Cheyne found that his book of 18'70 was unpopular; so,
" to regain full sympathy with brethren left behind," without
"the thought of a palinode entering his head," but simply
adapting himself to his readers' backwardness in unbelief, on
the princiJ?le of " seeing with the eyes of his expected readers,"
he maintamed positions in 1880 which he now acknowledges
that he did not at the time think to be true, and against which
he all along believed that there was a preponderating weight
of argument. This "self-suppression" Dr. Cheyne tel'ms "a
strong effort of faith in the unseen.'' Most men would apply
a different name to it. "With cynical contempt for his readers,
he says that he took care that the clcda for the views which he
really held should appear in the commentary; but" through
the deliberate self-suppression which is the soul of that work,"
he "reserved his ?'esults" for an article which he was writing
at the time for the "Encyclopredia Britannica" on Isaiah ;
the consequence of which was, he pathetically laments, that
~tade ~nd Ji.uenen clid not know that he had anticipated them
m the11' v10ws, and that he hacl taken "not only a step in
advance, but a step which other critics are only just beginning
to take" (p. xix.). ·what does this mean but that Dr. Cheyne,
finding that his views were making him unpopular in England,
set out other views as though they were his own, when they
really were not, still trying to make converts to his real
opinions by introducing statements which made for them,
while he 1Jrofessed and appeared to be arguing for their opposites? How are we to designate such conduct? How are we
to trust the man who confesses to it without blushing, and
only laments that the course adopted by him to gain repu-
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tation in England lost it him in Germany ? As late as 1885
he acknowledges that his method (in his "Jeremiah") was
still, as a rule, to avoicl drawing the conclusion to which his
premisses led; but he allowed himself to do so on some occasions, from "a dawning consciousness that the necessity for
minimizing the results of literary criticism, even in addressi.n&'
clerical students, was passing away." But "the transitional
period is not yet quite over"; when it is, he will" reconstruct
his commentaries." Meantime he is "not ashamed to have
oflerecl one more sacrifice" (i.e., taught what he does not
believe) "to the tempora?'Y needs of the Church."
We have, therefore, no grounds for believing that the present
volume contains the whole extent of Dr. Cheyne's divergences
from received opinions. He goes as far as he thinks that
Church opinion will allow him in 1891, just as he did in 1880,
and if he can educate English Churchmen to go further, we
may expect him to abandon his "provisional standing-ground,"
and to advocate theories still more destructive and more
subversive of the fragments of the Christian faith, which
superficially he seems still to retain.
We have not completed the survey of the Introduction, and
shall presently return to it ; but it is time now to turn to the
lectures themselves. They profess to be, in the first place, an
inquiry into the origin of the Psalms. We may remind our
readers that the Psalms are ordinarily divided into five books.
Speaking broaclly and generally, the first book is commonly
assigned to the reign of David, the second to the reign of
Hezekiah, the third to the reign of Josiah; the fourth containing the rest 'of the Psalms clown to the Captivity, and the fifth
those of the Captivity. This, we repeat, is only a broad view,
requiring modification ancl correction in particulars. Hebrew
tradition, embodied in the superscriptions, gives the authorship
of seventy-three Psalms to David, of two to Solomon, of twelve
to Asaph, of twelve to the sons of Korah, of one to Ethan, and
of one to Moses, the remaining forty-nine being anonymous.
Dr. Cheyne's aim is to throw all the Psalms into as late a
period as possible. In this he deserts the guidance of his old
teacher, Ewald, who declares that "nothing can be more untrue and more perverse than the opinion that there are any
:M:accabean psalms at all in the Psalter," and he follows Hitzig,
Lengerke, Reuss, Gratz, and his later masters. Improving, as
he thinks, on their views, he comes to the conclusion that
there may be one psalm composed previous to the Captivitythe eighteenth; but he "cannot complain if some prefer ~o
regard the psalm as au imciginative work of the Exile." (T~is
is Dr. Cheyne's manner of insinuating that it is post-Exihc,
though he does not like to say so.) Putting this one psalm
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aside, which is "rich in mythic elements" (p. 204), Dr. Cheyne
pronounces ex wtheclra that all the rest, with the possible
exception of "lines or verses embedded in the later psalms,"
are the product of an age subsequent to the Captivity; and
that forty-two of them are of the date 9f the Maccabees or
just before them.
It may be asked why Dr. Cheyne should be so urgent to
throw forward the date of the .Psalms. He enables us to
answer this question, though, according to his manner, which
he has described and justified, he puts his statement in the
form of n, premiss, leaving the conclusion to be drawn by hrs
reader. The school of which Dr. Cheyne aspires to be the
English Ooryphreus regards the Law as a pious fraud foisted
upon the world at the earliest in the reigns of Hezekiah or
Josiah, and more probably after the return from Babylon.
But "that the Psalter as a whole presupposes the Law is not
to be doubted" (p. xxx.). In that case, supposing that the
Psalter elates from David or Hezekiah or Josiah, the Pentateuch
cannot be a post-Exilic forgery, but it must have had an existence previous to those kings' reigns. Therefore the Psalter
must not have been written till after the return from Captivity,
or-if such a theory can possibly be made to look plausibletill the 11'Iaccabean era.
'l'here is another reason. Dr. Cheyne holds that the doctrines
of resurrection and eternal life, as well as other great truths,
came to the Jews from Zoroaster, or at least that they would
not have been developed in the Hebrew mind except by contact with Zoroastrianism in the Persian period of Jewish
history. But they are to be found in the Psalms-in some of
those, even, that are attributed to David, as Psa. xvi. But
o_:u the Zoroastrian theory it is impossible that such a concept10n could have existed in pre-Exilic times, "except, indeed,
upon !he hypothesis of a 'heaven-descended theology'"
(p. xxxr.): I~ other W?rds, a Hebrew psalmist could not teach
re_surrect1?n, immortality, and future judgment before contact
wit1: Persrn, e~cept we grant that those truths were imparted
to him by ~ Divine revelation instead of being worked out by
~he oEer~tion of the human mind; and that hypothesis is
rnadmrssible. Therefore the Psalms that deal with this conce1)tion and several other spiritual truths must be post-Exilic.
Wh_at are the a-rounds on which Dr. Cheyne relegates the
more important Psalms to the Maccabean era? "What is the
evidence external and internal ? External evidence there is
none. 1Ne read that Simon Maccabeus took a tower in
Jerusalem that had been occupied by the enemy, and "entered
it with harps and cymbals, and with viols and hymns and
songs, because there was destroyed a great enemy out of Israel.
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He ordained also that that day should be kept every year with
gladness" (1 Mace. xiii. 51)_. \Ve read further, "Moreover he
strengthened all those of his people that were brought low, the
ln,w he searchecl 9ut, and every contemner of the law and
wicked person he took. away. He beautified the sanctuary
and multiplied the vessels of the temple" (xiv. 14). This is
absolutely all the external evidence. How is it evidence at
all? Thus, according to Dr. Cheyne, "What more naturu.i
than that Simon should· follow the example of David, his
prototype, as described in Chronicles, and make fresh reguln.tions for the liturgical services of the sanctuary?" But is there
any statement made that he did so? None at all. "Is it
lilcely," continues Dr. Cheyne, "that he beautified the exterior
and took no thought for the greatest of the spiritual glories of
the tem1)le, those' praises of Ismel' which Jehovah was well
pleased to' inhabit'? If so, he haclno feeling for that exquisite
psalm which calls the ministers of the temple happy because
'they can be always l)raising ' God." Well, suppose he had
not any such feeling, which is much more likely tlian that he
had. But whether he had or not, is there any statement here
that he collected, for use or in a book, a number of psalms composed by a galaxy of contemporary poets 1 Dr. Oheyne's external evidence exists solely in his own imagination. He says
that " Maccabean enthusiasm ought to have produced" (therefore it dicl produce) "an appreciable effect on sacred poetry"
(p. xxxi.), and that" we may and must conjecture that Simon"
(who" clid not despise Greek architecture") "devoted himself
to the reconstitution of the temple psalmody" (p. 11), though
"we have no record of it" (ibicl.).
What of the internal evidence ? Dr. Cheyne allows that
nothing is to be learnt from "linguistic criteria." "But then
we may ancl must require that in typical Maccabean psalms
there should be some fairly distinct allusions to Maccabean
circumstances, I mean expressions which lose haH their meaning when interpreted of other times" (p. 16). We are bold to
say that there is not a single psalm that will answer to that
requirement, which Dr. Cheyne allows to be a necessary
requirement. Take the psalm that he selects first of all to
deal with, as the most favourable to his cause-" cine of the
most J)romising of the psalms," as he calls it-Psa. cxviii.
We ask our readers to read that psalm through, and to say
whether they find any "fairly distinct allusion to Maccabean
circumstances" in it. '117 e venture to say that there is not a
word in it more applicable to the battle of Bethsura and the
subsequent rededication of the profaned altar by Judas
Maccabeus in 165 than to any other victory or deliverance of
the Jews from the time of David to that date, or to any other
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festive occasion, such as the anointing of David after
Ishbosheth's death, or one of his conquests of the Philistines
(Rudinaer), or the deliverance of Hezekiah from Sennacherib
(Dmde1~ein, Dean Johnson), or the setting up of the altar of
burnt offering in 536 (Ewald), or the foundation of the second
temple (Delitzsch), or its dedication (Hengstenberg), or any
other remarkable event. There is absolutely no Maccabean
colouring in it. Dr. Cheyne finds " allusions" in two expressions. Verse 22 is one well known to us by its being quoted in a
Messianic acceptation by our Lord (Matt. xxi. 42, Mark xii. 10,
Luke xx. 17), and by St. Peter (Acts iv. 11, 1 Pet. ii. 7), and
referred to in like manner by St. Paul (Eph. ii. 20): "The
stone which the builders refosed is become the head stone of
the corner. This is the Lord's doing; it is marvellous in our
eyes." This "stone" is, according to Dr. Cheyne, "the
Asmomean family" (p. 17), and this "allusion" to that family
is proof that the psalm is Maccabean. Can anyone except Dr.
Cheyne see why the stone should mean the Asmonrean family?
Re assumes an " allusion," and then argues from his assumption. This is his method.
The other allusion which Dr. Cheyne finds to Maccabean
times is the use of the word "light": "God is the Lord which
hath showed us light" (ver. 27). This he assumes to be an
allusion to the feast of dedication, instituted in l\1.accabean
times, which Josephus says was called" Light." Therefore the
psalm belongs to l\faccabean times. Again, we find that an
assumption is first made and then argued from. Why should
not the word be equally well an allusion to the pillar
of light in the wilderness (see Neh. ix. 21), or to the light and
gladness which the Jews experienced on Mordecai's being
honoured (Esth. viii. 16), or to the "Let there be light" of
Gen. i. 3, or any other place where light is spoken of?
Psa. cxviii. is the one psalm which Dr. Cheyne has selected
first out of the whole Psalter as the psalm on which to lay the
foundation of his theory, because "containing fairly distinct
allusions to l\faccabean circumstances," and we have seen what
those allusions are, and_ what Dr. Cheyne's arguments from
th~m 3:monnt to. Havmg thus got a wav <nw, he proceeds
swim.mmgly. He takes the })Salm which by such "distinct
allusions " has been provecl to be Maccabean and finds in it a
sentin:_ient, perh.ap~ of thanksgiving, perhap~ of penitence, or
anythmg else, sn:r:1lar to a sentiment in another psalm. Then
that other psalm 1s shown by that similarity to be of the same
date as the first. Thus we get two Maccabean psalms; then
there is something in the second psalm like something in a
third, therefore the third is Maccabean, and so on acl libitum.
This he calls his comparative method, and he is very proud of
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it. It certainly is a -very easy process, and by Dr. Cheyne's
two methods combined we would undertake to prove that any
thing was written at any time. We believe that there is not
an argument in the whole of this volume which would be
pronounced sound after being submitted to a logical test in
accordance with the acknowledged canons of reasoning.
We have shown what Dr. Cheyne's Maccabean allusions are
in the psalm which he instances as most favourable to him.
\Ve shall not follow him in his other instances, where his case
is still weaker. We will notice a few of the results of his
system, and bring to an end an ungrateful task. The "headstone of the corner " we have already seen to be the Asmomean
family. "Thine Holy One," in Psa. xvi. 10, who is "not to
see corrnption," is the psalmist, as the representative of faithful
Israel (p. 217). Psa. xxii. (" My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me'?") is of the date of N eherniah, and it is the personified
Genius of Israel that is meant by it ftnd by Isft. liii. Psa. xlv.
(" Gird thee with thy sword upon thy thigh") is "a courtier's
love-poem in the post-Exile period," and its subject is Ptolemy
Phifadelphus. Psa. lxxii. (" Give the king thy JUdgments ") is
also a poem glorifying Ptolemy Philadelphus (a singularly
wicked man, we may note in passing, who, though a Greek,
married his sister). Psa. ex. (" The Lord said unto my Lord")
is, "in the fullest sense, a glorification of Simon Maccabeus "
(p. 24). "Who else aa,n be meant but Simon'?" (ibid.). It is
" an encomium upon Simon, who, by the capture of Acra and
the expulsion of its garrison (May, 142), had completed the
liberation of Jerusalem, and rendered it possible for a psalmist
to say, "All eagerness are Thy people in the day of Thy
muster upon the sacrecl mountains, ex. 3 " (p. 25). Enough.
The Messianic conception is evacuated by Dr. Cheyne's system.
Here is his account of it. "v\That is the fundamental idea of
the :Messianic psalms '? Simply this, that the people of Israel
is to work out the Divine purpose in the earth, and to do
this with such utter self-forgetfulness that each of its own
successes shall but add a fresh jewel to J ehovah's crown "
(p. 340). No wonder that he should add : " All these 1)salrns
are only Messianic in a sense which is psychologically justifiable; they are, as I have shown, neither typically nor in the
ordinary sense prophetically Messianic" (ibicl.).
We must sorrowfully acknowledge that the school originated
in England by some of the Essayists and Reviewists, and by
Bishop Oolenso, is revived and reconstructed among us. Its
immediate object is the overthrow of the authority of the Old
Testament, which Dr. Cheyne calls "a reform of Apologetic,"
and to succeed in this, under the present conditions of " our
English orthodoxy," he tells us that two principles must be
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constantly urged until ~h.ey _are_ admitted. One of these is t~e
io-norance (called "self-hm1tat10n ") of our Lord, the other 1s
the illumination by the Holy Spirit of " each faithful
Christian'' (called "c9ntinual guidance"). At two Church
Cono-resses, and before the London Biblical Society, and in
vari~us publications, Dr. Cheyne has pressed these views, he
tells us, on the English clergy. He found some support and
encouragement, but it was uphill work.
It seemed too,much to hope to see results, when-who could have believE cl
it ?-in the aut □ mn of 1889 a very able recoguition of both principles proceeded from the pen of the Principal of Pusey House (see his fine essuy
in "Lux J\1undi"). Now, I will not accuse lifr. Gore, who is a ripe
theological thinker, of borrowing from me without acknowledgment.
But fairness and brotherly feeling must compel him to recognise that
the movement which he advocates for the reform of the Old Testament
sections of apologetic theology, was initiated in the Anglican Chmch on
almost the same lines by another (p. xxv.).

When the rationalist school first liftecl its head in England
the two great parties in the English Church combined to
repudiate its doctrines, and the Church showed its vitality and
healthiness by shaking itself free of them. ·will it do so now?
Dr. Cheyne jubilantly announces that in that respect 1890 is
not 1880. Nor is it. Church Congresses have much to
answer for, from the Congress held at Reading onwards, in
allowing themselves to become an area for ventilating semiagnostic and. "critical" views. The electors to the Bampton
Lectures have much to answer for, who are bound to
appoint lecturers whose aim it shall be "to confirm and
establish the Christian faith, and to confute all heretics and
schismatics," and have not clone so. But the person that has
most to answer for is Mr. Gore, who has held open the door
between the High Church Party and the Rationalists, and has
perplexed the younger school of Pusey and Keble, by making
them feel that they cannot condemn rationalism without nt
the same time condemning him whom they have learnt to look
\lpon as one of their present leaders. Men are standing now,
fo_r the moment, at the parting of paths. In which direction
will they move onwards? "Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in
the ways, and see, and ask for the old paths where is the goorl
way, a1_1d walk therein, ancl ye shall find r~st for your souls "
(Jer. v1. 16).

F.

----~-~---
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AR'.l'. V. -NOTES AND COMMENTS ON ST. JOHN XX.

1/fA.NY years ago-it was in

1869-1 received a kind letter
from the late Lol'Cl Chancellor Hn,tberley (Sir W. Page
'N ood). I had been much helped in thought and faith by his
small but valuable book-as well worthy attentive study now
as ever_:_" The Continuity of Scripture," and I ventured to
thank him. His reply contained the following sentences:
"I thoug-ht that many young and ardent minds become
embroiled m controversy before they have bad the thought
or inclination to make proof of Scripture by its effects on
their own hearts when read w_ith a simple, prayerful wish to
believe. In my youth (I cannot express the benefit t.hus
derived from Holy ·writ) I.used, when under trial, to read, sn.y,
two or three chapters of the New Testament, specially the
closing chapters of the Gospel of St. John, and never found
my doubts so cleared as by that expedient. I have now for
more than thirty years perused the whole Volume yearly. I
fear I may not have time now allowed me to expose the very
shallow reasoning powers of very eminent German scholars.
Their leaming I admire; but at the bar we often find a man's
logic swamped by his leaming; and so it is in divinity."
I quote these words of that good man and great judgel)erhaps as great a master of legal evidence as there hn.s ever
been-to introduce the following simple paper on these same
last pages of St. John, and more particularly on the precious
narratives of chapter xx. As with a previous series in the
CRUROR:M:..A..L~ (on chapter xxi.), so with this-the ubject is not
criticism specially, nor speculation, but reverent verbal stucly,
carried on "with the simple, prayerful wish to" renJize, and so
the more gladly to "believe." ·whatever such studies do, or
fail to do, may they lead us a little nearer to Him who is the
Life and the Light-Jesus Christ, our sacrifice, our hiding-place,
our resting-place; our strength for watching and for work; our
panacea for all temptation; our resurrection; our heaven in
prospect!

lVJ.

We begin with a translation :
"Now on the first clay of the weelc Jliary of 111agclala
eomes early, while it was still clusk, to the tomb, ancl sees
the stone talcen out of the tomb. So she ?'Uns and comes to
Simon Peter, and to the a.the?' disciple, whom Jesiis loved,
and says to them, They have talcen the Lonl out of the tomb,
and we clo not know where they hcwe piit Him. So they went
out, Pete?' ancl the other disc'k£Yle, ancl set out for (1jpxo11TO)
the tomb. So they were running (grp1:x_ov), the two tugether;
1
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and now the other clisciple ran fo1'ward (1rpotopaµe), quiclcer
than Peter, ancl came fi?'St to the tomb; and, stoop'i,ng .from
the side, he sees lying the linen cloths. He clicl not go in,howeve1·. So Simon Peter comes, .following hirn, and went into
the tomb, and views (0ewpe2) the linen cloths lying, and the
napkin that was over His heacl, not lying with the linen cloths,
but apart, ?'olled up ancl zJut in a separate place. So the other
clisciple, who came first to the tomb, then went in, ancl he sew..',
cmcl believecl. For not .as yet did they lcnow the Scripture,
that of necessity He woulcl rise f1'om the dead."
-Verse 1. Tfi o~ µ,dj, (" 1Yoio on the first clay"). We observe
the connecting "now," 8~. It 1)oints to previous details, and
reminds us that the Resul'rection is indissolubly linked, in
significance as in fact, to what precedes-the Cross. It is the
two which make the one glory of the work of Christ. It is
" the Living One who became dead" (Rev. i. 18) who is our
Peace, and can lay His hand on us and say, "Fear not."
So this brief particle leads us back, over some forty hours,
to that mid-afternoon of the Friday wben the Lord expired;
to the short interval before sunset, when Joseph and Nicodemus had buried Him in the adjoining garden, W8atched,
perhaps from under the city w~ll,1 by some of the Galilean
women; then to the hushed mterval of that sunset, and
evening, and night, and following day. That interval the
disciples spent in grief and tears, and apparently in different
places, isolated into groups. For Peter and John, having
with them no doubt the Lord's Mother, seem to have been
found apart from the rest when Mary Magdalene sought them;
and Thomas was definitely withdrawn; and the women, again,
appear to have set out, on the Sunday morning, from different
points. Then we are led to the evening of our Saturdaythe. close of their Sabbath-when, as the sun set, the women,
or some of them, at once set out to buy and to prepare the
odours with which to cOmJ)lete the work of Nicodemus. So
we reach the middle of that night, and the breaking of the
first-day mornin°·, when from theu: various lodging-places the
women came-:iYiary of Magd11,la, Mary " of Joseph," Salome,
and perhaps others too.
As we review that interval, I would touch on one point
only in the picture of the disciples drawn for us in the Gospel
1 I venture to assume the rightness of "General Gordon's site" of the
crucifixion, outside the Damascus Gate. Near that "green hi11" I am
told, there is still a sort of garden in a rocky nook, and two h~ndsome
graves are _t_o be traced within its sniall limits. If Gordon is right, the
only question about those graves (for there is no appearance of other
gardens, or place for t~em, near) will be-Out of which did the Lord
.Jesus come in resurrect10n?
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narrative; I mean the collocation and contrast, so startlinoyet so deeply truth-like, between the total failure of thei~
faith and the survival of their love.
"When the Lord rose, perhaps no living person, excepting
(surely) His Mother, consciously and intelligently "believed on
His name." No living l)erson, except her, trusted His promise
to rise again, and understood His death in the light of it, resting
the soul upon His sacrifice. So this very passage tells us, in
regard of no less personages than John and Peter. But such
a statement would have been the very last thing which a
fabricato1• would have excogitated, and the very last which
would have arisen unconsciously in minds (such as many
" critics" assume all the minds of the primeval Church to
have been) pregnant with legend, or facile vehicles for the
growth of myths. "Who in that simple age, with its literary
"helplessness," would have thought of aonsfruating an utter
collapse of faith in the central circle of the disciples just when
Jesus was accomplishing His alleged victory-just because of
the Cross, which so soon somehow became the hope and glory
of His followers ?
But knowledge and reflection now show us how true to
history, to time, and conditions, and the human soul, all this
picture is. All the prepossessions of those men and women,
and their cherished wishes, lay in the direction of a triumph
not through death at all. The attention they ought to have
given to their Master's words about His death had been all the
while distracted and neutralized by these intense expectations
and preferences. ·when the stern fact of the crucifixion came,
their confidence was not only surprised, but crushed; and so
it would have remained if Jesus hacl not risen again.
And yet-they loved Him. They must have been tortured
with worse than doubts about His Messianic character, if,
indeed, in those distressing hours they had mental leisure to
doubt amidst their absorbing grief But some formidable questionings, not only about Him, but about all they had known or
hoped about God, must have mingled with their tearn. And
yet--they loved Him. VIT omen, Apostles, all, in one degree
or another, they loved Him still. And in this, too, there is a
deep and verifiable truth of the human heart. Mere e·rief
and alarm may easily be imagined over the unlooked-for
death of any strong leader. But the leader these persons had
lost was JEsus-the Man JESUS, such as the Gospels draw
Him. Such a chief, even had He misled them in the end must,
still (it is true in the logic of the heart, which alone is in
question here), be loved, for the time, with an intensity only
the greater for His fall. .Take the case of Magdalene. J estrn,
contrary· to her dearest longings and most confident expecta-
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tions had died :-what could she believe? But Jesus, whatever ~lse had happened, had liberated her from awful physical
and mental suffering (Mark xvi. 9) :-how could she not love '?
May I draw a somewhat evident lesson? Let us give continual
thanks for the broad, strong foundations of fact and reason,
of cogent and manifold proof, which lie beneath the assertion
of the Creed, that He who died for our sins rose again the
t.hird day. History has nothing else in it so firm and solid,
in the historical sense, as that position. But the human mind
is a strange and subtle thing, and it is possible that we may,
in certain states of it, find ourselves doubting, as it were,
against our reason; seeing the steps and links, but; so as to
fail to combine them at the moment into a result of conscious
and invigorating certainty. Then let us be thankful indeed
if we bear about in us another part of t,he vast evidence of
Christianity-that is, of Jesus Christ; the thing which kept
the adherence of those disciples tenacious when for a dark
season their full faith was g·one. This Jesus Christ has,
somehow, touched, and changed, and set free my soul, my
being. He, and only He-His name, His person-has had a
power over me which is like nothing else. The more I have
seen, trusted, loved Him, the more always I have stood clear
of sin, of self. I cannot but love Him still. And as for these
haunting doubts, I will at least drag them into the light of
His love, and look at them there. If I feel .for a sad moment,
" They have taken away my Lord," I will at that very moment
remember why, among other reasons, I can call Him "my
Lord " at all; He, or if not He, then nothing, has freed me
from many more than seven sins. Is not doubt about such a
power a self-detected fallacy already?
But, on the other side, we must not press too far the resemblance between Mary's case and our own. "\Yhat was, after
all, this passionate love of the disciples when their faith was
gone? In a great measure, it was only passionate. It was
affection for a being whom they had (on their then hypothesis, Luke xxiv. 21) much mistaken; affection for someone
who, if the faith had been "vain," was less than the S011 of
God; affection, indeed, for Jesus of Nazareth, but for a Jesus
infinitely short of His reality-a dead, a vanished, a disappoint_ed Friend.
So, warm as it was, that love could not well have persisted.
As time went on it -must have been infected with the bitterness of an ever-growing pain at the loss, the blank, the 'flii.stalce. Many of the company would be tempted to forget Him,
if they could. Some would have come to dread, perhaps even
to hate, the spectre of His memory. Those who still loved
would love on, not in joy and strength, but in gloom. It was the
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love more of nature than of grace-let us not fear to say itwhich brought Mary to the tomb. The heavenly love-the
joyful, holy, undecaying love-was yet to come: love stirred
from its depths by light and power Divine. But in order to
this she had yet to know Jesus as the Risen One, who was
dead, but is alive for evermore.
.As such we know Him, and have felt His power.
Let us stand by the side of Mary of Magdala, with that
knowl8dge and consciousness in our grateful hearts. Let us
look into that tomb, and see it full of light-the seat of
angels, the gate of heaven. Let us turn round with her, and
see the reason of it all-the Lord Jesus risen indeed ; Jesus
calling us by name, while we answer, Rabboni--my Master,
0 my Master!
H. CJ. G. MouLK
- - - = ·$«·--THE OLD TES'l'AME'.NT AND 'l'HE NEw.-The Rev. R. W. Kennion
(Rector of A.cle) writes to us: "The readers of THE CHURCHMAN have
reason to thank Prebendary Leathes for many of his contributions ; and
not least now for his a1•ticle on 'Extreme Criticism.' But I hope he will
forgive me for doubting whether in one sentence (p. 3) he has not conceded too much to the 'critics.' He says: 'We mainly receive the Old
on the authority of the New.' In many important ways the converse is
equally true. For we could hardly accept the New if the Old had not
prepared for it. As a genuine history, the Old is confirmed by many
infallible proofs : from Egypt, from Nineveh, from Babylon, from the
past history and present condition alike of the land and the people. In
the J\/Iosaic institutions, and in the continual dealings of God's providence,,as recorded in the Psalms and the Prophets, we have, as in an
architect's plans of a house which he intends to build, the clear delineation of that grand scheme of salvation which was to be revealed, but
which no human imagination could have conceived-no human power
accomplished! And the result of the whole is that the more closely we
study and compare the Old and the New together, the more we are
astonished at the correspondence of the two in au almost infinite number
of particulars. And we have this wonderful confirmation of our Faith,
that the O.T. has all along been in the custody of the unbelieving Jews;
so that none can say that it has been tampered with by Christians."

---+--1Rotes on :fl3ible 'U'Ulotbs.
--<1>--

N o. XIV.-" KEPT" (guarded and preserved).

T

HE ignoring the difference in the two words of our Lord,
John xvii. 12, "I kept . . . . I kept," is perhaps, even now,
not uncommon. The A.V. runs thus : "While I was with them in
the world, I kept them in Thy name. Those that Thou gavest Me
I have kept."
The first "kept" is Jrripouv, and the second dtu;..a~a ; and while
VOL. VI.-NEW SERIES, XO. XXXVIII.

I
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kept does well for rripelv, guarded is better for cf,u),ct,(T(Tetv.
servabam eos in nomine tuo : quos dedisti mihi custodivi.)
Thus Trench :

( Vitlg.,

The first is "servare," or better '' conservare "; ;the second" custodire "; :and the first,
the keeping or preserving, is the consequence of the second, the guarding. 'What the
Lord would say is: '' I so guarded, so protected (irf,v>-al;a) those whom Thou hast
given Me, that I kept and preserved them (this the rfip11cr1r;) unto the present day.'

(Cf. Prov. xix. 16, 3s ({!UAC/,(T(TE/ JvroA~V n1ee1dv ECGU'l'OU +vxnv.)
The distinction between "kept" and "guarded" (say Milligan and
Moulton, on verse 12) is to be found in the fact that the latter word
points to the watchfulness by which the former is attained. 2 (Pop.
Com.)
In verse TI the word is rnpnrrov-" keep," preserve.

--~

~Iurrt Jt1ro:iuz.
Di·. Lidclon's Toui· in E{)'IJpt ancl Palestine in 1886. Letters descriptive
of the Tour, written by his Sister, Mrs. King. Longmans, Green
and Co.
1/fRS. KING has done well in printing these letters, written to two of
1'1 her daughters, and "never intended to go beyond the family circle."
They will be read with interest. Two or three extracts from them, in
recommending the book, a:re enough. First, after the return to Cairo :
We hear a good deal abont fever in Cairo. I should think this is at no time a
very healthy place, and people talk so much about their health that one-half of
them are ill from fright. We already bemoan the loss of the fresh Nile breezes,
and fancy the air here is very stale. H. [Dr. Liddon] has spent to-day jnst after
his own heart. .As soon as our early service and breakfast were over, he started,
under the guidance of Mr. S--ky, a young Copt, who is in a Government
office, to the new Coptic cathedral, where he heard their liturgy, his friend
translating as the service proceeded. The Dean preached, of course in .Arabic,
an excellent sermon on the prodigal son. The church was crowded. Three
screened galleries were filled with women, the men occupying the body of the
church; for the Coptic women are as secluded in theirlives as their Mohammedan
sisters. .At the communion service there were large numbers of people. The
Eucharist was administered in both kinds separately, as in our Church, and quite
young children were amongst the communicants, as in the Russian. .After lunch
Mr. S--ky again took H. with him to see some old Coptic churches ; they rode
through old Cairo, and visited a very beautiful church, with a sisterhood attached
to it. Your uncle was introduced to the superior, and after having coffee with
h~r she showed him several devotional books they used which were compiled by the
Bishop of )!hartoum, who is occupying his time in this way at Cairo until he can
re~urn to hrn see. H. asked if he might be allowed to see the bishop, and this
bemg arranged, he hac! a long talk with him. The bishop is a venerable old man,
who. h:ts led_ a very active and hard-working life, having had a large body of Copt
Chrrnt1ans m Khartoum. He spoke of Gordon as his dearest friend and a
constant attendant at their services.
, Trench {A.V. New Test., x859. p. no).
• In xii. 47 the Professors prefer the other reading (cpv>-a/;11, Tisch. ; Vulg., cnstodierit), and render, '' If anyone shall have heard My sayings and have gum·ded them not"
(R. V. "and keep them not"). They write: "To 'keep ' the sayings of Jesus is a
phrase which often meet~ us in this Gospel (viii. 5x, etc.). 'Guard' is an uncommon
word with the Evange!Jst,
found only here and in v. 25, and (in conjunction with
1
'k~ep ') in xvii. x2.'
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The next day, March 24, Mrs. King wrote :
Your uncle is much interested in a movement that is contemplated for uniting
the Coptic with the Greek Church. The Copt Patriarch, however, is less keen
about pressing the matter than his flock appear to be, as the last time the negotiations were being carried on, they met with no encouragement from the English or
Egyptian Government.

In the letter of March 30 we read :
The Dean of the Copt Cathedral paid your uncle a long visit this morning.
He is a very cultured man, for more able than the Patriarch, but, being married, he
can never be a bishop, ·as, like the Greek Church, the patriarchs and bishops are
chosen from the monks, the parochial clergy only being allowed to marry.

On the next day, March 31, the daily record mentions that Dr. Liddon
"has caught a cold, which is vexatious, but not surprising, as he takes
endless liberties in the matter of draughts, and constantly is out at sunset, and unprepared for the great fall of temperature, often 20°."
It is singular that this tour in the East began at Cairo, in December,
with a letter from Lord Salisbury offering Canon Liddon the Deanery of
Worcester, "which he was far too unwell at the time to accept," and
closed at Constantinople, about six months later, with a letter from the
Dean of Edinburgh offering the bishopric.
The Caliphate: its Rise, Decline, ancl Fall. By Sir WILLIAM Mum,
K.C.S.I., LL.D., D.C.L. The Religious Tract Society. Pp. 608.
The distinguished author mentions in his preface that this work was
intended as an abridgment of the "Annals of the Early Caliphate,"
with continuation to the fall of the Abbassides ; but he found, as he
went on, the matter less compressible than he hoped. The volume is
indeed a large one ; and we are inclined to think that these records, purely
Arabian, of strife and slaughter, interesting in a way of course, are too
lengthy. On the other hand, the "review" at the end, contrasting
Christianity and ]1fahometanism, is too short.
The Bu:ff'alo Hunters. A Tale of the Red River Plains. By R. M.
BALLANT).'NE. Nisbet and Co.
If not one of Mr. Ballantyne's best productions, this is at all events a
good specimen of his Tales, and that is saying a good deal. It is full of
life, with plenty of incident, and ( this, of course) is thoroughly wholesome
and good ..
The Dal1'1Jmples. By AGNES GIBERNE. Nisbet and Co.
A ,well-written Tale, wholesome and pleasing. Hermione is a good
study, the best part of the book ; and Mrs. Trevor is capital. The windup appears too abrupt.
Se1'1nons Preachecl in Lincoln's Inn Chapel. By FREDERICK DENISON
MAURICE. In six volumes. Yo!. I., new edition. Macmillan and Co.
We are glad to see a new issue of Mam-ice's sermons. The volumes
are "bandy" and well printed in clear type, and will make a good series.
We shall notice it later on.
Fellowship with Ghrist. By R. W. DALE, LL.D. Hodder and Stoughton.
This volume is dedicated "to the church and congregation meeting in
Carr's Lane, Birmingham, in grateful acknowledgment of the unmeasmed
affection ancl generous consideration shown to their Pastor during serious
illness.and many months of weakness." It contains fourteen sermons,
the first of which was preached on behalf of the London Missionary
Society, in the City Temple ; all are well worth reading.
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,lfy Life. By T. SIDNEY COOPER, R..A.. .A. new edition. Richard
Bentley and Son .
.A. cheap edition of this delightful book is very welcome. Many of
our readers, no doubt, ~ave read "My Life," and thoroughly enjoyed it.
.A. glance at the headmg of the twenty-first chapter will show some
features of the chatty descriptions of men and manne1·s : "Elected
to the .A.themeum Club-Charles Dickens ... .A.cademy Banquet-Mr.
Gladstone ... The Earl of Beaconsfield ... Public Dinner given in my
Honour at Canterbury." .A.t this Canterbury banquet, in 1870, Dean
.A.lford proposed Mr. Coop01·'s health.
The Sacl'ament of the Lol'd's Suppe1·, acco1·ding to tlze teaching of the
Pi·imitive Ohui·ch and of Anglican Divines. By E. J. BIRCH, M.A.,
Rector of Overstone, and Hon. Canon of Peterborough. Pp. 34.
Longmans.
The author of this excellent little book, keeping before him the lines of
his title-page, gives short statements of certain Fathers, and of such great
teachers in the Church of England as .A.ndrewes, Cosin, and Jeremy Taylor.
For many readers, we think, the statements are too short, but at all events
they are suggestive, and will help the truth-seeking. Canon Birch justly
praises "Eucharistic Worship," a masterly work which is by no means so
well known as it ought to he ; and in that very learned book students will
find quotations in abundance clear and strong, with sufficient comment.
On page 19 Canon Birch w1·ites :
Thus Bishop .A.ndrewes, speaking of the Eucharist, says, the Body is "not
Christ's Body as it now is, but as it then was when it was offered, rent, slo,in, and
sacrificed for us ; not as now He is, glorified .. but as then He was when He
suffered death . . . So and no otherwise do we represent Him, By the incomprehensible power of tbe Holy Spirit, not He alone, bnt He as at the very act of His
offering, is made present to us, and ,ve incorporate with His death, and invested in
the benefit of it. If an Host (the consecrated bread) could be turned into Him now
glorified as He is, it would not serve; Christ offered is it-thither we must look.
'l'u the Serpent lifted up, thither we must repair, even ad cadaver; we must
hocfacere, do that is then done" (Serro. vii. on Resurrection). Now if this is
the right explanation of our Lord's words, as it surely is, if the bread and the
wine are His Body and Blood in the sense of being His crucified Body and His
Blood poured forth for our redemption, then they are not His Body in the
sense of being His present glorified Body ; and accordingly the great .Anglican
divines of the seventeenth century, as .Andrewes in the above quotation, repudiated any presence in the bread and wine of Christ's present spiritual Body,
and they denied also that the early Fathers had taught any such doctrine,
The .A.nnual of The Quivei· (Cassell and Co.) is, as usual, woTthy of
warm commendation ; full of pictures and well-written stories, with
papers edifying and in many ways informing. .A. better book for a lending library there can hardly be.
The October issue of (No. 6) Outclooi· Games and Recreations (" Boy's
Own Paper" Office) is first-rate.
In the Sunday a_t Home appears an interesting biographical sketch of
that noble man, Bishop French. "Heroes of the Goodwin Sands," by
Rev. T. Stanley Treanor, is one of the best things of the kind we hav.e
ever seen.
"Mr. Smith in bis New Home," a second paper about a favourite dog.
by Evelyn Everett Green, will be welcome to many readers of Casselt's
Family Jlfagazine. It is a pleasing paper. "Mr. Smith," it seems, is
growing old.
We have received from Messrs. Novello, Ewer and Co,, the Cathedral
Praye1· Boole, edited by Professor Sir John Stainer; truly excellent and
admirably printed. .A. notice of it will appear in due course.
'
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.A.nother Tale by Mrs. Marshall, Born in the Purple, comes from.Messrs.
Nisbet. It is not unworthy of the gi:fl;ecl write1°s reputation.
In the C. M. lntelligencer appears an able article on the Lambeth
"Advice" from the pen of Mr. Philip "Vernon Smith. A paper on
Proselytism, signed E. S., has greatly exercised the Guardian. Due
tribute is paid to the late Rev. George Knox, "Vicar of Exton, ancl for
some time Editor of the Clii-istian Observer. The " K" articles in the
Intelligencer were always independent and vigorous. Mr. Knox, a few
years ago, contributed several papers to the CHURCHMAN. From the
Editorial remarks on the Lambeth "Advice," we quote the following:
"The Five Prelates have in the quietest and most reasonable and dignified
"way pronouuced what amounts to an absolute acquittal of the Society
"from all the charges brought against it; and not only so, but they have ·
"virtually settled in the Society's favour some important questions which
"we scarcely expected to see settled at all, and which certainly the Society
"could not have hoped to see settled in its favour in any other way. No
"one who has followed the controversy throughout can fail to see that
"the Society comes out of the inquiry in a stronger position than it
"appeared to occupy when the Archbishop invited the co-operation of
"the Committee in his proposed investigation. It is distinctly the
"gainer, and not the loser, by its frank acceptance of the Archbishop's
"kind offer to inquire into the difficulties which bad arisen."
The Annual of the Chui·ch Monthly is a charming gift-book, full of good
things of various kinds, and wonderfully cheap.
In Blaclcwood's Edi-nbui·gh Magazine, which in every way keeps up its
reputation, one is sure to find papers not only readable, but informing
and of much merit. In the September number appears a very interesting
paper on "Diamond-Digging in South Africa," by Lieut.-Colonel Henry
Knollys, R.A. The conclusion of the paper is as follows :
.
"Before dismissing the mines, justice demands I should allude to the
'' Beaconsfield Institute three miles distant, and to which access will
cc shortly be provided by cheap conveyances, established for the benefit
"of the numero.us Europeans who have taken up their abode in these
"wild regions. The extensive grounds have been planted with an
"immense number of ornamental trees, and laid out in a manner which
"in two or three years' time will result in deli~h~ful gardens. The
cc handsome, large, red-brick buildings are divided into dwellings for
'' families, and into a club and boarding-house for both married and
cc single. Here every provision has been made for supplying meals, for
cc washing, and for reading, writing, and recreation, on a complete scale
"of civilisecl comfort. Granted that the Institute more than pays its
cc own expenses, its establishment reJil.ects high credit on those who
" designed and carried out the scheme, and notably on one of the chief
"mining shareholders, Mr. Cecil Rhodes, the present Premier of Cape
cc Colony.
"Another admirable adjunct of Kimberley is its town hospital. I
'' speak advisedly in declaring my opinion that in no other part of the
cc world have I seen a similar institution so attractive to a non-professional
"visitor, from its kindly administration, its graceful comforts, and its
cc pitying efforts to relieve all sufferers, so that it has undoubtedly w9n
"the confidence and affection of all classes, both inside and beyond the
"district. The expense of its maintenance is high; but Kimberley is
"the headquarters of numerous speculators and :financial magnates, and
"probably a generous superstition prompts many a large contribution in
"tacit recognition of fortunate coups. Some of the wards are entirely
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"self-supporting, and are made up of private rooms for patients who
"are willing to pay a higher price-an indescribable blessing for those
"who have endured the bitter evil of illness in a strange country, far
"separated from relations. Some wards are partly self-supporting,
" and still more are entirely free. .A. careful classification of races is
"naturally most essential; and as I pass through the corridors, I observe
"that the inmates comprise all classes and all ages, from the infant to the
"old man and from the wealthy European gentleman to the semi-animal
" Bushma~ • while the variety of the diseases ranges from the rickety
"Koranna baby to the appalling leper adult.1 Probably some of the
"cases would prove of interest to the greatest scientists of the leading
"London hospitals. .A. Bushman boy of fourteen, walking about with
"a conspicuous cicatrice in his throat, is pointed out as the subject of
"successful tracheotomy for malignant growth. I am assured that the
"extraordinary number of eighty per cent. of these fearful operations
« are successful in this 'Carnarvon Hospital.' The chief medical officer,
"Dr. Smith to whom a large share of credit for the efficiency of the
"hospital m~st be awarded, stated that the natives possess a recuperative
"power when subjected to corporeal wounds, which is characteristic of
" animals rather than of human beings ; and he instanced the recent case
" of a native suffering from an incised wound in the abdomen seven
"inches long, and so deep that the viscera were exposed, though not
"injured. No means were available for antiseptic or any special treat" ment; cold water and common bandages were the sole expedients ; but
"the wound healed by first intention, and in seven clays the patient was
"walking about as sound as though he had never received a pin-1n-ick
"in his life. The nurses, who possess advantages beyond the common
"of attractive ap1Jearance and ladylike demeanour, undergo a strictly
"orthodox, practical hospital training ; and so high is their repute, that
"their services are not infrequently telegraphed for from fever-stricken,
" drain-soaked Cape Town, 600 miles distant. That scrupulous cleanli" ness and order should pr1wail throughout was a matter of course; but
"I was not prepared for the aspect of decorative comfort, of luxurious
"brightness, of the almost smiling spit-its of the adults, and of the
"ecstasies of merriment among the children. To those who have con" tributed to infuse such happiness in the midst of wonted pain and
"sorrow, I venture to think we may fitly apply that quotation whereof
" the first words are, ' Inasmuch as ye have done it . . . .'
"In truth, Englishmen have every reason to be proud of this South
"African town as worthily representing our nation. Free from much
"of the rowdyism and sharp practice of many gold-mining districts,
"from the surly loutishness and savage treatment of natives which
"render odious certain Boer settlements and from the bar-and-billiard
"propensities of a_ very considerable secti~n of torpid Cape Town man" hood, the law-abiding characteristics of Kimberley are unimpeachable
"it_s energy and enterpri~e are. incontestable, and the gentleman-like:
"highly-educated tone of its society is unsurpassed throughout this part
"of th.e :"orld.. If I must. need~ qualify by some cynical detraction a
"descript10n which otherwise might appear a mere eulooistic rhapsody
"I can only 7efer to the prit1:e motive power of all Kimb~rley's expendi:
"ture of toil, money, and mgenuity-the collection of small shining
"white stones, almost. valueless except for the capricious adornment of
"youthful beauty which requires no such adventitious aids, or for the
"illustration of the ugliness of aged hags. The irony of the con" sideration can scarcely be exceeded by the matchless sarcasm of Captain
"Lemuel Gulliver when h~ parodies our craze for alphabetical titular
"distinctions, by representmg the best and wisest of the Lilliputians
1

In the veldt districts leprosy is by no means uncommon among the natives.
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"as crouching and crawling, hopping, bounding, and grovelling, for the
"award of a piece of blue thread."
Some of our reac1ers, no doubt, take an interest in the publications of the London Necropolis Company. To others they may be
recommended. .A. little pamphlet, The Lonclon Neci·opolis ancl Natiunal
Mausoleum (2, Lancaster Place, Strand), contains a good deal of information, with several extracts from leading papers and periodicals on the
"Earth to Earth" system. A letter in the Times from his Grace the
Duke of Westminster, on overcrowded cemeteries and the proper disposal
of the dead, has been published by the Company. Sanitary Leaflet No.
7, entitled "Burial of the Dead without Danger to the Living," has this
11aragraph:
The Times of January 15, 1879, while contrasting the claims of cremation
with " Earth-to-Earth" burial, after a dispassionate review of the proposed
system of incineration in its several bearings, puts its veto on the undesirable and
unpopular project, With the full weight of its authority it thus concludes:" .All that cremation proposes to do might, it seems to us, be attained, equally
well by some other and less questionable process. If our mode of burial were
changed after the fashion 1.fr. Seymour Haden has recommended, if wooden or
leaden coffins were done away with, and if ea1·th were simply restoi·ed to earth,
there would be the least possible room left for offence prospectively or subsequently. This system the London Necropolis Company properly claim the merit
of having initiated. By it the dead are subjected to a natural process of resolution, which at the same time perfectly provides for the safety of the living,
inasmuch as no noxious exhalations arise from graves to pollute the air, or
putrefactiye deposits come therefrom to poison the water."

From Mr. Murray we have received the new Qum·tei·ly Review. The
papers on Laurence Oliphant and Archbishop Tait will especially attract
many. "Warwick, the Kingmaker," "Taine on Napoleon I.,"" Abraham
Lincoln," and "Poaching," are very readable, and make up a Quarterly
above the average. "Church Progress and Church Defence" is written
with ability. This opportune article, rich in telling facts, thus concludes:
"It is one thing to defend the Church on the plea of the work that it is
"now performing, and we frankly admit that this is the one supreme
"plea which will probably exert the greatest force in guiding public
"opinion. It is another thing to abandon ground which is in truth not
"only Scriptmal and impregnable, but which, rightly understood, is
"democratic in the highest and best sense, in that it makes the tenderest
"ministrations the right of every member of the community, and honours
"all men alike as brethren in the household of God. The average Eng" lishman is touched far more keenly through his imagination, and is im" pressed more powerfully by a lofty ideal, than with their worship of
"strong common-sense many politicians have been able to realize ; and it
"is a true instinct which leads Liberationists to try to deprive the Church
"of so grand an advantage, by pretending that the abstract conception of
"a National Church is now exploded. Let us assure them that we are
"not thus to be beguiled. The sacredness of the National Church, as a
" divine institution moulded under God's providential care to form the
"special character, and to meet the exceptional wants, of this nation, is
"the citadel within which we are intrenched, and woe to us if we desert
"it and occupy the open ground of mere political expediency ! We hold
"that her endowments belong to the Church. by a more inc1efeasible title
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than any other property can show, and that length of possession, which
"is recognised as inalienable in private estate, ought in all justice to be
"so in Church possessions also. We hold that the quasi-public nature of the
"tithe is no valid ground for its confiscation, so long as the objects to
,, which it has been assigned, mainly by private benefacLion, are in them" selves useful to the community. We hold, and have given abundant
" reasons for holding, that no money held in trust is so prolific of good
"to the nation at large, and that disendowment would be at once a crime
11 and a blunder.
But if so disastrous an alternative were forced on
"us_ and it will never be if the Church is only true to herself
"-we would say unhesitatingly let us have disendowment rather than
• 1 disestablishment.
Let the Church be stripped rather than God dis,. honoured. Individual generosity may replenish the Church's empty
"treasury; no individual action would atone for national repudiation of
11 its Christian life and name."

11

-----=-~---THE MONTH.
HE Congress at Rhyl seems to have been a decided success. A
noble speech on the Church; in ·wales was made by _the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the op<::nmg address by the President (the
Bishop of St. Asaph) was worthy of the occasion. The Guardz'an
says:

T

The disestablishment question entered, it may be said, on a new phase. Appeals to
the tender feelings or even to the conscience of the political Nonconformist may be
useless. But the world at large will be able to appreciate the full strength of the
Bishop of St. Asaph's vigorous and elevated defence of the Welsh Church. Henceforth
it will be vain to reproduce anti-Church statistics, or to deny the life and efficiency of
the Welsh dioceses, except in election declamations. The appearance of the Primate,
the reception he met with, and his generous and determined championship of that outlying portion of his province will also have very great weight. It is always a gain to
have it understood that the moment of compromise and concession has passed-to have
it made clear that the Church does not propose to be trampled on. After this, mendacious appeals, manipulated statistics, and the violent diatribes of partisans lose their
force. Even politicians must begin to realize the seriousness of the struggle they have
before them in the piecemeal disendowment of the Church of England.

The sermons by the Bishops of Manchester and Ripon will repay
reading.-The Missionary debate was in its way both entertaining
and helpful. Mr. Eugene Stock's speech was an effective answer to
many of the attacks on the C.M.S.-With some of the addresses on
O.T. criticism, it is said, many hearers-if not the great majoritywere. by no means pleased. Professor Sunday's paper was really
practical.
We record with sincere regret the death of Mr. W. H. Smith,
First Lord of the Treasury.
The death of Mr. Parnell may, possibly, result in the Separatist
representa~ives _from I~eland appearing as one body.
Dean P1gou _is appomted to the Deanery of Bristol; a loss to the
Diocese of Chichester.
Mr. Balfour, Chief Secretary, with general approval, becomes
Leader of the Ho_use of Commons and First Lord of the Treasury.
Profrssor Jebb 1s tht: new Member for the University of Cambridge.

